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Abstract 
In this work characterizations of notions of output stability for uncertain time-
varying systems described by retarded functional differential equations are 
provided. Particularly, characterizations by means of Lyapunov and Razumikhin 
functions of uniform and non-uniform in time Robust Global Asymptotic Output 
Stability and Input-to-Output Stability are given. The results of this work have 
been developed for systems with outputs in abstract normed linear spaces in 
order to allow outputs with no delay, with discrete or distributed delay or 
functional outputs with memory.  
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1. Introduction 
 
The introduction of the notion of Input-to-State Stability (ISS) in [34] for finite-dimensional systems described by 
ordinary differential equations, led to an exceptionally rich period of progress in mathematical systems and control 
theory. The notion of ISS and its characterizations given in [35,36] were proved to be extremely useful for the 
expression of small-gain results (see [12,13,14,41,43]) and for the construction of robust feedback stabilizers (see for 
instance the textbooks [23,27,37]). The notion of ISS was extended to the notion of Input-to-Output Stability (IOS) in 
[39,40,10]  and to the non-uniform in time notions of ISS and IOS in [18,19,21] (which extended the applicability of 
ISS to time-varying systems). Recently, semi-uniform notions of ISS have been proposed in [29]. The notions of ISS 
and IOS were recently proposed and characterized for discrete-time systems (see [15,16,20]) as well as to a wide class 
of systems with outputs (see [19]). It is our belief that the notions of ISS and IOS have become one of the most 
important conceptual tools for the development of nonlinear robust stability and control theory for a wide class of 
dynamical systems. 
 
In this work we develop characterizations of various robust stability notions for uncertain systems described by 
Retarded Functional Differential Equations (RFDEs), including uniform and non-uniform in time ISS and IOS. The 
stability notions proposed in the present work are parallel to the robust stability notions used for finite-dimensional 
systems. Thus, it is expected that the results of the present paper will play an important role in mathematical systems 
and control theory for the important case of systems described by RFDEs. 
 
Let lD ℜ⊆  be a non-empty set and Y  a normed linear space. We denote by )(tx  with 0tt ≥  the solution of the 
initial-value problem: 
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with initial condition )];0,([)( 000
n
r rCxxtT ℜ−∈= , where 0>r  is a constant xtTr )(  denotes the “ r -history” of 
x  at time t , i.e., ]0,[;)(:)( rtxxtTr −∈+= θθ , and the mappings nn DrCf ℜ→×ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 , 
Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  satisfy 0),0,( =dtf , 0)0,( =tH  for all Ddt ×ℜ∈ +),( .  
 
In this work we first study characterizations of notions of robust global asymptotic output stability for systems of the 
form (1.1) under weak assumptions (Section 3 of the paper). A major advantage of allowing the output to take values 
in abstract normed linear spaces is that using the framework of the case (1.1) we may consider: 
 
•  outputs with no delays, e.g. ))(,()( txthtY =  with kℜ=Y ,  
•  outputs with discrete or distributed delay, e.g. ))(),(()( rtxtxhtY −=  or ∫
−
=
t
rt
dxthtY θθθ ))(,,()(  with kℜ=Y , 
•  functional outputs with memory, e.g. ]0,[;))(,,()( rtxthtY −∈+= θθθ  or the identity output 
]0,[;)()()( rtxxtTtY r −∈+== θθ  with )];0,([0 krC ℜ−=Y .  
 
Moreover, it should be emphasized that our assumptions for (1.1) are very weak, since we do not assume 
boundedness or continuity of the right-hand side of the differential equation with respect to time or a Lipschitz 
condition for f . Furthermore, we do not assume that the disturbance set lD ℜ⊆  is compact. 
 
    Notions of output stability have been studied for finite-dimensional systems described by ordinary differential 
equations (see [39,40,10,19,21]). For systems described by RFDEs the notion of partial stability (which is a special 
case of the notion of global asymptotic output stability) has been studied in [2,3,9,44]. Particularly in [2], the authors 
provide Lyapunov characterizations of local partial stability for systems described by RFDEs without disturbances 
under the assumptions of the invariance of the attractive set and boundedness of the right-hand side of the differential 
equation with respect to time. 
 
    In this work we provide Lyapunov characterizations of Robust Global Asymptotic Output Stability (RGAOS) for 
systems described by RFDEs with disturbances (case (1.1)), without the hypothesis that the attractive set is invariant 
and without the assumption that the right-hand side of the differential equation (1.1) is bounded with respect to time. 
Paricularly, we consider uniform and non-uniform notions of RGAOS, which directly extend the corresponding 
notions of Robust Global Asymptotic Stability of an equilibrium point (see [3,5,8,22,24,25,26]).  
 
   We next continue with the study of the effect of non-vanishing perturbations for systems described by RFDEs 
(Section 4). Particularly, let lD ℜ⊆  be a non-empty set, mU ℜ⊆  a non-empty set with U∈0  and Y  a normed 
linear space. We denote by )(tx  with 0tt ≥  the unique solution of the initial-value problem: 
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with initial condition )];0,([)( 000
n
r rCxxtT ℜ−∈= , where 0>r  is a constant and the mappings 
nn DUrCf ℜ→××ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 , Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  satisfy 0),0,0,( =dtf , 0)0,( =tH  for all 
Ddt ×ℜ∈ +),( . In Section 4, we provide characterizations of the uniform and non-uniform in time IOS property for 
systems of the form (1.2) under weak hypotheses, which are usually satisfied in applications. The study of the 
uniform ISS property for autonomous systems described by RFDEs, was recently initiated in [33]. The technical 
issues that arise in the study of the case (1.2) are solved with a combination of the Lyapunov-like characterization 
given in [22] and an extension of the results in [32]. 
 
   In Section 5, we develop Razumikhin conditions for the stability notions introduced in previous sections. The use of 
Razumikhin functions in the study of qualitative properties of the solutions of time-delay systems is emphasized in 
 3
[8,31]. Recently, in [42] a major observation was established: Razumikhin theorems are “essentially” small-gain 
results. This idea is exploited in the present work, in order to produce novel results that are easily applicable.   
 
Finally, in Section 6 we provide the concluding remarks of this work. 
 
Notations Throughout this paper we adopt the following notations:  
∗  Let ℜ⊆I  be an interval. By  );(0 ΩIC , we denote the class of continuous functions on I , which take values in 
Ω . By  );(1 ΩIC , we denote the class of functions on I  with continuous derivative, which take values in Ω . 
∗  For a vector nx ℜ∈  we denote by x  its usual Euclidean norm and by x′  its transpose. For )];0,([0 nrCx ℜ−∈  
we define )(max:
]0,[
θθ xx rr −∈= . 
∗  N  denotes the set of positive integers and +ℜ  denotes the set of non-negative real numbers. 
∗  We denote by ][R  the integer part of the real number R , i.e., the greatest integer, which is less than or equal to R . 
∗  E  denotes the class of non-negative 0C  functions ++ ℜ→ℜ:μ , for which it holds: +∞<∫+∞
0
)( dttμ  and 0)(lim =+∞→ tt μ . 
∗  We denote by +K  the class of positive 0C  functions defined on +ℜ . We say that a function ++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ  is 
positive definite if 0)0( =ρ  and 0)( >sρ  for all 0>s . By K  we denote the set of positive definite, increasing 
and continuous functions. We say that a positive definite, increasing and continuous function ++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ  is of 
class ∞K  if +∞=+∞→ )(lim ss ρ . By KL  we denote the set of all continuous functions 
+++ ℜ→ℜ×ℜ= :),( tsσσ  
with the properties: (i) for each 0≥t  the mapping ),( t⋅σ  is of class K  ; (ii) for each 0≥s , the mapping ),( ⋅sσ  
is non-increasing with 0),(lim =+∞→ tst σ .  
∗  Let mU ℜ⊆  be a non-empty set with U∈0 . By { }ruUurBU ≤∈= ;:],0[  we denote the closed sphere in 
mU ℜ⊆  with radius 0≥r , centered at U∈0 .  
∗  Let lD ℜ⊆  be a non-empty set. By DM  we denote the class of all Lebesgue measurable and locally essentially 
bounded mappings Dd →ℜ+: . By DM~  we denote the class of all right-continuous mappings Dd →ℜ+: , with 
the property that there exists a countable set +ℜ⊂dA  which is either finite or },...,1;{ ∞== ktA dkd  with 
01 >>+ dkdk tt  for all ,...2,1=k  and +∞=dktlim , such that the mapping DtdAt d ∈→ℜ∈ + )(\  is continuous. 
∗  Let nbrax ℜ→− ),[:  with −∞>> ab  and 0>r . By xtTr )(  we denote the “ r -history” of x  at time ),[ bat∈ , 
i.e., ]0,[;)(:)( rtxxtTr −∈+= θθ . Notice that )];0,([)( 0 nr rCxtT ℜ−∈ .  
∗  By Y , we denote the norm of the normed linear space Y . 
 
 
 
2. Main Assumptions and Preliminaries for Systems Described by RFDEs 
 
In this work we consider systems of the form (1.1) under the following hypotheses: 
 
(H1) The mapping ),,(),( dxtfdx →  is continuous for each fixed 0≥t  and such that for every bounded +ℜ⊆I  
and for every bounded );]0,([0 nrCS ℜ−⊂ , there exists a constant 0≥L  such that: 
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Hypothesis (H1) is equivalent to the existence of a continuous function +++ ℜ→ℜ×ℜ:L  such that for each fixed 
0≥t  the mappings ),( ⋅tL  and ),( tL ⋅  are non-decreasing, with the following property: 
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(H2) For every bounded );]0,([0 nrC ℜ−×ℜ⊂Ω +  the image set nDf ℜ⊂×Ω )(  is bounded. 
 
(H3) There exists a countable set +ℜ⊂A , which is either finite or },...,1;{ ∞== ktA k  with 01 >>+ kk tt  for all 
,...2,1=k  and +∞=ktlim , such that mapping ),,()];0,([)\(),,( 0 dxtfDrCAdxt n →×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  is continuous. 
Moreover, for each fixed DrCdxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,( 00 , we have ),,(),,(lim 0
0
dxtfdxtf
tt
=+→ . 
 
(H4) For every 0>ε , +ℜ∈t , there exists 0),(: >= tεδδ  such that { } εδτττ <<+−∈ℜ∈ + rxtDddxf ,,;),,(sup . 
 
(H5) The mapping ),( xtH  is locally Lipschitz, in the sense that for every bounded +ℜ⊆I  and for every bounded 
);]0,([0 nrCS ℜ−⊂ , there exists a constant 0≥HL  such that: 
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Hypothesis (H5) is equivalent to the existence of a continuous function +++ ℜ→ℜ×ℜ:HL  such that for each fixed 
0≥t  the mappings ),( ⋅tLH  and ),( tLH ⋅  are non-decreasing, with the following property: 
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       It is clear that (by virtue of hypotheses (H1-3) above and Lemma 1 in [7], page 4) for every DMd ∈  the 
composite map ))(,,( tdxtf  satisfies the Caratheodory condition on );]0,([0 nrC ℜ−×ℜ+  and consequently, by 
virtue of Theorem 2.1 in [8] (and its extension given in paragraph 2.6 of the same book), for every 
D
n MrCdxt ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + );]0,([),,( 000  there exists 0>h  and at least one continuous function 
nhtrtx ℜ→+− ],[: 00 , which is absolutely continuous on ],[ 00 htt +  with 00 )( xxtTr =  and 
))(,)(,()( tdxtTtftx r=&  almost everywhere on ],[ 00 htt + . Let nhtrtx ℜ→+− ],[: 00  and nhtrty ℜ→+− ],[: 00  
two solutions of (1.1) with initial conditions 00 )( xxtTr =  and 00 )( yytTr =  and corresponding to the same DMd ∈ . 
Evaluating the derivative of the absolutely continuous map 2)()()( tytxtz −=  on ],[ 00 htt +  in conjunction with 
hypothesis (H1) above, we obtain the integral inequality: 
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where ))(,(:~ 00 htahtLL ++= , )( ⋅L  is the function involved in (2.1) and )(sup)(sup:)(
],[],[ 00
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ττ
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and an immediate application of the Gronwall-Bellman inequality gives: 
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Thus, we conclude that under hypotheses (H1-5), for every D
n MrCdxt ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + );]0,([),,( 000  there exists 
0>h  and exactly one continuous function nhtrtx ℜ→+− ],[: 00 , which is absolutely continuous on ],[ 00 htt +  
with 00 )( xxtTr =  and ))(,)(,()( tdxtTtftx r=&  almost everywhere on ],[ 00 htt + . We denote by );,,( 00 dxttφ  the 
“ r -history” of the unique solution of (1.1), i.e., xtTdxtt r )(:);,,( 00 =φ , with initial condition 00 )( xxtTr =  
corresponding to DMd ∈ . Using hypothesis (H2) above and Theorem 3.2 in [8], we conclude that for every 
D
n MrCdxt ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + );]0,([),,( 000  there exists ],( 0max +∞∈ tt , such that the unique solution )(tx  of (1.1) is 
defined on ),[ max0 trt −  and cannot be further continued. Moreover, if +∞<maxt  then we must necessarily have 
+∞=
−→
)(suplim
max
tx
tt
. An immediate consequence of inequalities (2.3) and (2.2) is the following inequality which holds 
for every pair )];0,([),[:);,,( 0max000
nx rCttdxt ℜ−→⋅φ , )];0,([),[:);,,( 0max000 ny rCttdyt ℜ−→⋅φ  of solutions 
of (1.1) with initial conditions 00 )( xxtTr = , 00 )( yytTr = , corresponding to the same DMd ∈  and for all 
),[ 10 ttt∈  with { }yx ttt maxmax1 ;min= : 
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Since 0),0,( =dtf  for all Ddt ×ℜ∈ +),( , it follows that )];0,([0);0,,( 00 nrCdtt ℜ−∈=φ  for all 
DMdt ×ℜ∈ +),( 0  and 0tt ≥ . Furthermore, (2.4) implies that for every 0>ε , 0, ≥hT  there exists 
0),,(: >= hTεδδ  such that:  
 
⇒< δrx { } εττφ <∈+∈∈ ],0[,],[,;);,,(sup 0000 TthttMddxt Dr  
 
Thus );]0,([0 0 nrC ℜ−∈  is a robust equilibrium point for (1.1) in the sense described in [19]. 
 
It should be emphasized that if DMd
~∈  then the map ))(,,( tdxtft →  is right-continuous on +ℜ  and continuous on 
)(\ dAA∪ℜ+ . Applying repeatedly Theorem 2.1 in [8] on each one of the intervals contained in 
)(\),[ max0 dAAtt ∪ , we conclude that the solution satisfies ))(,)(,()( tdxtTtftx r=&  for all )(\),[ max0 dAAttt ∪∈ . 
By virtue of the mean value theorem, it follows that ))(,)(,()()(lim
0
tdxtTtf
h
txhtx
r
h
=−++→  for all ),[ max0 ttt∈ . 
 
An important property for systems of the form (1.1) is Robust Forward Completeness (RFC) (see [19]). This property 
will be used extensively in the following sections of the present work. 
 
Definition 2.1: We say that (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5) is Robustly Forward Complete (RFC) if for every 0≥s , 
0≥T , it holds that 
 { } +∞<∈∈≤∈+ Drr MdTtsxTdxtt ,],0[,,],0[;);,,(sup 00000 ξξφ  
 
 
Concerning systems of the form (1.2) the following hypotheses will be valid throughout the text: 
 
(S1) The mapping ),,,(),,( duxtfdux →  is continuous for each fixed 0≥t  and such that for every bounded 
+ℜ⊆I  and for every bounded UrCS n ×ℜ−⊂ );]0,([0 , there exists a constant 0≥L  such that: 
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Hypothesis (S1) is equivalent to the existence of a continuous function +++ ℜ→ℜ×ℜ:L  such that for each fixed 
0≥t  the mappings ),( ⋅tL  and ),( tL ⋅  are non-decreasing, with the following property: 
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(S2) For every bounded UrC n ×ℜ−×ℜ⊂Ω + );]0,([0  the image set nDf ℜ⊂×Ω )(  is bounded. 
 
(S3) There exists a countable set +ℜ⊂A , which is either finite or },...,1;{ ∞== ktA k  with 01 >>+ kk tt  for all 
,...2,1=k  and +∞=ktlim , such that mapping ),,,()];0,([)\(),,,( 0 duxtfDUrCAduxt n →××ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  is 
continuous. Moreover, for each fixed DUrCduxt n ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 00 , we have 
),,,(),,,(lim 0
0
duxtfduxtf
tt
=+→ . 
 
(S4) For every 0>ε , +ℜ∈t , there exists 0),(: >= tεδδ  such that { } εδτττ <<++−∈∈ℜ∈ + uxtUuDdduxf r,,,;),,,(sup . 
 
(S5) The mapping ),,,( duxtfu →  is locally Lipschitz, in the sense that for every bounded +ℜ⊆I  and for every 
bounded UrCS n ×ℜ−⊂ );]0,([0 , there exists a constant 0≥UL  such that: 
 
DdSSvxuxIt
vuLdvxtfduxtf U
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Hypothesis (S5) is equivalent to the existence of a continuous function +++ ℜ→ℜ×ℜ:UL  such that for each fixed 
0≥t  the mappings ),( ⋅tLU  and ),( tLU ⋅  are non-decreasing, with the following property: 
 
UUDrCvudxt
vuvuxtLdvxtfduxtf
n
rU
×××ℜ−×ℜ∈∀
−++≤−
+ );]0,([),,,,(
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(S6): U  is a positive cone, i.e., for all Uu∈  and 0≥λ  it follows that Uu ∈)(λ . 
 
(S7) The mapping ),( xtH  satisfies hypothesis (H5) given above.  
 
It is clear that (by virtue of hypotheses (S1-3) above and Lemma 1 in [7], page 4) for every UD MMud ×∈),(  the 
composite map ))(),(,,( tdtuxtf  satisfies the Caratheodory condition on );]0,([0 nrC ℜ−×ℜ+  and consequently, by 
virtue of Theorem 2.1 in [8] (and its extension given in paragraph 2.6 of the same book), for every 
DU
n MMrCduxt ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + );]0,([),,,( 000  there exists 0>h  and at least one continuous function 
nhtrtx ℜ→+− ],[: 00 , which is absolutely continuous on ],[ 00 htt +  with 00 )( xxtTr =  and 
))(),(,)(,()( tdtuxtTtftx r=&  almost everywhere on ],[ 00 htt + . Let nhtrtx ℜ→+− ],[: 00  and 
nhtrty ℜ→+− ],[: 00  two solutions of (1.2) with initial conditions 00 )( xxtTr =  and 00 )( yytTr =  and 
corresponding to the same UD MMud ×∈),( . Evaluating the derivative of the absolutely continuous map 
2)()()( tytxtz −=  on ],[ 00 htt +  in conjunction with hypothesis (H1) above, we obtain the integral inequality: 
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where ))(,(:~ 00 htahtLL ++= , )( ⋅L  is the function involved in (2.5) and 
)(sup)(sup)(sup:)(
],[],[],[ 000
τττ
τττ
uyxta
tttrttrt ∈−∈−∈
++= .  Consequently, we obtain: 
 
∫ −+−≤− t
t
rrrrr dyxTLyxyxtT
0
22
00
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and immediate application of the Gronwall-Bellman inequality gives: 
 ( ))(~exp))(( 000 ttLyxyxtT rrr −−≤− , ],[ 00 httt +∈∀                                        (2.7) 
 
Thus, we conclude that under hypotheses (S1-7), for every UD
n MMrCudxt ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + );]0,([),,,( 000  there 
exists 0>h  and exactly one continuous function nhtrtx ℜ→+− ],[: 00 , which is absolutely continuous on 
],[ 00 htt +  with 00 )( xxtTr =  and ))(),(,)(,()( tdtuxtTtftx r=&  almost everywhere on ],[ 00 htt + . We denote by 
),;,,( 00 duxttφ  the “ r -history” of the unique solution of (1.2), i.e., xtTduxtt r )(:),;,,( 00 =φ , with initial condition 
00 )( xxtTr =  corresponding to UD MMud ×∈),( . Using hypothesis (S2) above and Theorem 3.2 in [8], we 
conclude that for every UD
n MMrCudxt ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + );]0,([),,,( 000  there exists ],( 0max +∞∈ tt , such that the 
unique solution )(tx  of (1.2) is defined on ),[ max0 trt −  and cannot be further continued. Moreover, if +∞<maxt  
then we must necessarily have +∞=
−→
)(suplim
max
tx
tt
. An immediate consequence of inequalities (2.7) and (2.2) is the 
following inequality, which holds for every pair )];0,([),[:),;,,( 0max000
nx rCttduxt ℜ−→⋅φ , 
)];0,([),[:),;,,( 0max000
ny rCttduyt ℜ−→⋅φ  of solutions of (1.2) with initial conditions 00 )( xxtTr = , 
00 )( yytTr = , corresponding to the same UD MMud ×∈),(  and for all ),[ 10 ttt∈  with { }yx ttt maxmax1 ;min= : 
 ( )
( ) ( )
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    It should be emphasized that if UD MMud
~~),( ×∈  then the map ))(),(,,( tdtuxtft →  is right-continuous on +ℜ  
and continuous on )(\ ud AAA ∪∪ℜ+ . Applying repeatedly Theorem 2.1 in [8] on each one of the intervals 
contained in )(\),[ max0 ud AAAtt ∪∪ , we conclude that the solution satisfies ))(),(,)(,()( tdtuxtTtftx r=&  for all 
)(\),[ max0 ud AAAttt ∪∪∈ . By virtue of the mean value theorem, it follows that 
))(),(,)(,(
)()(
lim
0
tdtuxtTtf
h
txhtx
r
h
=−++→  for all ),[ max0 ttt∈ . 
 
    An important remark concerning hypotheses (S1-7) is that for the case 0≡u  we obtain a system of the form (1.1) 
which satisfies hypotheses (H1-5). The same conclusion holds if ))(,( xtTtku r= , where 
UrCk n →ℜ−×ℜ+ )];0,([: 0  is a mapping which is Lipschitz on bounded sets with 0)0,( =tk  for all 0≥t .  
 
    An important property for systems of the form (1.2) is Robust Forward Completeness (RFC) from an external input 
(see [19]). This property will be used extensively in the following sections of the present work. Notice that the notion 
of Robust Forward Completeness (RFC) from the input UMu∈  coincides with the notion of Robust Forward 
Completeness (RFC) for systems of the form (1.2) when 0≡u .  
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Definition 2.2: We say that (1.2) under hypotheses (S1-7) is robustly forward complete (RFC) from the input 
UMu∈  if for every 0≥s , 0≥T , it holds that 
 { } +∞<∈∈≤∈∈+ DrsBr MdTtsxTMuduxtt U ,],0[,,],0[,;),;,,(sup 00],0[000 ξξφ  
 
 
    In order to study the asymptotic properties of the solutions of systems of the form (1.1) or (1.2), we will use 
Lyapunov functionals and functions. Therefore, a detailed list of certain notions and properties concerning functionals 
is needed. 
 
Let ( )nrCx ℜ−∈ ;]0,[0 . By );( vxEh , where rh <≤0  and nv ℜ∈  we denote the following operator:  
 
⎩⎨
⎧
−≤≤−+
≤<−++=
hrforhx
hforvhx
vxEh θθ
θθ
)(
0)()0(
:);(                                                          (2.9) 
 
Let ( ) ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ+ nrCV ;]0,[: 0 . We define  
 
h
xtVhyvxEhtV
vxtV h
rCyy
h
n
),());(,(
suplim:);,(
)];0,([,0
0
0
0
−++=
ℜ−∈→
→ +
                                                  (2.10) 
 
Remark 2.3: For mappings ( ) ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ+ nrCV ;]0,[: 0 , which are Lipschitz on bounded sets of ( )nrC ℜ−×ℜ+ ;]0,[0 , the above derivative coincides with the derivative introduced in [6] and was used later in [4].  
 
    The following lemma presents some elementary properties of the generalized derivative given above. Notice that 
the function );,(),,( 0 vxtVvxt →  may take values in the extended real number set ],[ +∞−∞=ℜ∗ . Its proof is almost 
identical with Lemma 2.7 in [22]. Notice that we are not assuming that the mapping ( ) ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ+ nrCV ;]0,[: 0  is 
Lipschitz on bounded sets of ( )nrC ℜ−×ℜ+ ;]0,[0 . 
 
Lemma 2.4: Let ( ) ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ+ nrCV ;]0,[: 0  and let ));,([ max00 ntrtCx ℜ−∈  a solution of (1.1) under 
hypotheses (H1-5) corresponding to certain DMd ∈  (or a solution of (1.2) under hypotheses (S1-7) corresponding 
to certain UD MMud ×∈),( ), where ],( 0max +∞∈ tt  is the maximal existence time of the solution. Then it holds that 
 
( ) ))(;)(,())(,())(,(suplim 01
0
txDxtTtVxtTtVxhtThtVh rrr
h
+−
→
≤−++
+
, a.e. on ),[ max0 tt                (2.11) 
 
where ( ))()(lim)( 1
0
txhtxhtxD
h
−+= −
→
+
+ . Moreover, if DMd
~∈  (or UD MMud ~~),( ×∈ ) then (2.11) holds for all 
),[ max0 ttt∈ . 
 
Proof It suffices to show that (2.11) holds for all Ittt \),[ max0∈  where ),[ max0 ttI ⊂  is the set of zero Lebesgue 
measure such that ( ))()(lim)( 1
0
txhtxhtxD
h
−+= −
→
+
+  is not defined on I . Let 0>h  and Ittt \),[ max0∈ . We define: 
 
hrhr yhtxDxtTExhtT =−+ + ))(;)(()(                                                    (2.12) 
where 
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −≤≤−
≤<−+−−++=
+−
hrfor
hfortxDhtxhtxhyh θ
θθθ
0
0)()()()(1  
 
and notice that )];0,([0 nh rCy ℜ−∈  (as difference of continuous functions, see (2.12) above). Equivalently hy  
satisfies: 
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⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
−≤≤−
≤<−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −+
−+++
=
+
hrfor
hfortxD
h
txhtx
h
h
yh
θ
θθ
θθ
0
0)()()(
:  
 
with 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ≤<−−+≤ + hstxD
s
txstxy rh 0;)(
)()(
sup . Since )()()(lim
0
txD
h
txhtx
h
+
→
=−++  we obtain that 0→hy  
as +→ 0h . Finally, by virtue of definitions (2.10), (2.12) and since 0→hy  as +→ 0h , we have: 
 
( )
( ) ))(;)(,())(,()))(;)((,(suplim
))(,())(,(suplim
01
0
1
0
txDxtTtVxtTtVhytxDxtTEhtVh
xtTtVxhtThtVh
rrhrh
h
rr
h
++−
→
−
→
≤−++=
−++
+
+
 
 
The proof is complete.     <  
 
An important class of functionals is presented next. 
 
Definition 2.5: We say that a continuous functional ++ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 0 nrCV , is “almost Lipschitz on bounded 
sets”, if there exist non-decreasing functions ++ ℜ→ℜ:M , ++ ℜ→ℜ:P , ),1[: +∞→ℜ+G  such that for all 
0≥R , the following properties hold:  
 
(P1) For every { }RxrCxyx rn ≤ℜ−∈∈ ;)];0,([, 0 , it holds that: 
 
rxyRMxtVytV −≤− )(),(),( , ],0[ Rt∈∀  
 
(P2) For every absolutely continuous function nrx ℜ→− ]0,[:  with Rx r ≤  and essentially bounded derivative, it 
holds that: 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +≤−+
≤≤−
)(sup1)(),(),(
0
τ
τ
xRhPxtVxhtV
r
& , for all ],0[ Rt∈  and 
⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +
≤≤
≤≤−
)(sup
10
0
τ
τ
xRG
h
r
&
 
 
For the important class of functionals which are almost Lipschitz on bounded sets we are in a position to prove a 
novel result, which extends the result of Theorem 4 in [32].   
 
Lemma 2.6: Let ( ) ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ+ nrCV ;]0,[: 0  be a functional which is almost Lipschitz on bounded sets and let 
));,([ max0
0 ntrtCx ℜ−∈  a solution of (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5) corresponding to certain DMd ∈  (or a 
solution of (1.2) under hypotheses (S1-7) corresponding to certain UD MMud ×∈),( ) with initial condition 
)];0,([)( 100
n
r rCxxtT ℜ−∈= , where ],( 0max +∞∈ tt  is the maximal existence time of the solution. Then for every 
),( max0 ttT ∈ , the mapping ))(,(],[ 0 xtTtVtTt r→∋  is absolutely continuous. 
 
Proof: It suffices to show that for every ),( max0 ttT ∈  and 0>ε  there exists 0>δ  such that 
ε<−∑
=
N
k
krkkrk xaTaVxbTbV
1
))(,())(,(  for every finite collection of pairwise disjoint intervals ],[],[ 0 Ttba kk ⊂  
( Nk ,...,1= ) with δ<−∑
=
N
k
kk ab
1
)( . 
 
Let ),( max0 ttT ∈  and 0>ε  (arbitrary). Since the solution )];,([ 00 nTrtCx ℜ−∈  of (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5) 
corresponding to certain DMd ∈  (or the solution )];,([ 00 nTrtCx ℜ−∈  of (1.2) under hypotheses (S1-7) 
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corresponding to certain UD MMud ×∈),( ) with initial condition )];0,([)( 100 nr rCxxtT ℜ−∈=  is bounded on 
],[ 0 Trt − , there exists 01 >R  such that 1)(sup
0
RxT rr
Tt
≤
≤≤
τ
τ
 . Moreover, by virtue of hypothesis (H2) (or 
hypothesis (S2)) and since )];0,([)( 100
n
r rCxxtT ℜ−∈= , there exists 02 >R  such that 2)(sup
0
Rx
Trt
≤
≤≤−
τ
τ
&  . The 
previous observations in conjunction with properties (P1), (P2) of Definition 2.5 imply for every interval 
],[],[ 0 Ttba ⊂  with )(
1
2RRG
ab +≤− : 
 
rrrrr xaTxbTRMRRPabxaTaVxbTbV )()()()1)(()())(,())(,( 121 −++−≤−  
 
In addition, the estimate 2)(sup
0
Rx
Trt
≤
≤≤−
τ
τ
&  implies 2)()()( RabxaTxbT rrr −≤−  for every interval ],[],[ 0 Ttba ⊂ . 
Consequently, we obtain for every interval ],[],[ 0 Ttba ⊂  with )(
1
2RRG
ab +≤− : 
 [ ]2121 )()1)(()())(,())(,( RRMRRPabxaTaVxbTbV rr ++−≤−  
 
The previous inequality implies that for every finite collection of pairwise disjoint intervals ],[],[ 0 Ttba kk ⊂  
( Nk ,...,1= ) with δ<−∑
=
N
k
kk ab
1
)( , where 0
)()1)((
;
)(
1min
2
1
21212
>
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧
+++= RRMRRPRRG
εδ , it holds that 
ε<−∑
=
N
k
krkkrk xaTaVxbTbV
1
))(,())(,( . The proof is complete.       <  
 
 
The following lemma extends the result presented in [32] and shows that appropriate estimates of the solutions of 
systems (1.1) and (1.2) hold globally. The proof of the following lemma is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2 in 
[32]. 
 
Lemma 2.7: Suppose that there exist mappings ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ+ )];0,([: 01 nrCβ , 
ℜ→×ℜ−×ℜ×ℜ ++ ArC n )];0,([: 02β , where UD MMA ×⊆ , with the following properties: 
 
(i) for each Audtt ×ℜ×ℜ∈ ++),,,( 0 , the mappings ),(1 xtx β→ , ),,,,( 02 udxttx β→  are continuous, 
 
(ii) there exists a continuous function +++ ℜ→ℜ×ℜ:M   such that  
 
),(),(,],0[,,)];0,([,],0[,)(sup;),,,,(sup 00
0
0
0
0002 sTMAudTtsxrCxTsuudxtt r
n
t
≤⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ∈∈≤ℜ−∈∈≤+
≥
ξτξβ
 
 
(iii) for every ArCudxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 100  the solution )(tx  of (1.2) with initial condition 00 )( xxtTr =  
corresponding to input Aud ∈),(  satisfies: 
 ( ) ( )udxttxtTt r ,,,,)(, 0021 ββ ≤ , 0tt ≥∀                                               (2.13) 
 
Moreover, suppose that one of the following properties holds: 
 
(iv) +∞<⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ∈∈≤ℜ−∈∈≤+=
≥
AudTtsxrCxTsuxtTsTc r
n
t
rr ),(,],0[,,)];0,([,],0[,)(sup;)(sup:),( 00
0
0
0
0 ξτξ   
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(v) there exist functions ∞∈Ka , +∈Kμ  and a constant 0≥R  such that ( ) Rxtxta +≤ ),()0()( 1βμ  for all 
);]0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  
 
Then for every ArCudxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 000  the solution )(tx  of (1.2) with initial condition 
00 )( xxtTr =  corresponding to input Aud ∈),(  exists for all 0tt ≥  and satisfies (2.13). 
 
 
Remark 2.8: Notice that the statement of Lemma 2.7 covers the case (1.1) since (1.1) can be considered as a system 
of the form (1.2) described by the equation )())(,)(,()( tutdxtTtftx r +=& , where nU ℜ= . Moreover, every solution 
of system (1.1) can be considered as a solution of system )())(,)(,()( tutdxtTtftx r +=&  with }0{:),( ×=∈ DMAud .  
 
Proof of Lemma 2.7: We distinguish the following cases: 
 
(a) Property (iv) holds. The proof will be made by contradiction. Suppose on the contrary that there exists 
ArCudxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 000  and 01 tt >  such that the solution )(tx  of (1.2) with initial condition 
00 )( xxtTr =  corresponding to input Aud ∈),(  satisfies: 
 ( ) ( )udxttxtTt r ,,,,)(, 0012111 ββ >  
 
Using (2.8) and property (iv) we obtain for all )];0,([~ 00
nrCx ℜ−∈  with 1~00 ≤− rxx : 
 ( )))(,(exp~~)()( 0110011 ttctLxxxtTxtT rrrr −−≤−                                      (2.14) 
 
where )(~ tx  denotes the solution of (1.2) with initial condition 00
~)( xxtTr =  corresponding to input Aud ∈),(  and 
)(sup)(sup1,2
1010
01 ττ ττ uuxtcc ttttr ≤≤≤≤ +⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ++= . Notice that in order to obtain inequality (2.14) we have also used the 
causality argument that the solutions )(tx , )(~ tx  of (1.2) with initial condition 00 )( xxtTr =  and 00 ~)( xxtTr = , 
respectively, corresponding to input Aud ∈),( , depend only on the values of the input u  on the interval ],[ 0 tt . 
 
Let ( ) ( ) 0,,,)(,: 0012111 >−= uxttxtTt r ββε . Using property (iv), (2.14), density of )];0,([1 nrC ℜ−  in 
)];0,([0 nrC ℜ− , continuity of the mappings ),( 11 xtx β→ , ),,,,( 012 udxttx β→ , we conclude that there exists 
)];0,([~ 10
nrCx ℜ−∈  such that: 
 
1~00 ≤− rxx ; ( ) ( ) 2,,~,,,,,, 00120012
εββ ≤− udxttudxtt  ; 
2
)~)(,())(,( 111111
εββ ≤− xtTtxtTt rr  
 
where )(~ tx  denotes the solution of (1.2) with initial condition 00
~)( xxtTr =  corresponding to input Aud ∈),( . 
Combining property (iii) for )(~ tx  with the above inequalities and the definition of ε  we obtain 
( ) ( )xtTtxtTt rr )(,)(, 111111 ββ > , a contradiction. 
 
(b) Property (v) holds. It suffices to show that property (iv) holds. Since there exist functions ∞∈Ka , +∈Kμ  and 
a constant 0≥R  such that ( ) Rxtxta +≤ ),()0()( 1βμ  for all );]0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + , it follows that from 
property (iii) that for every ArCudxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 100  the solution )(tx  of (1.2) with initial condition 
00 )( xxtTr =  corresponding to input Aud ∈),(  satisfies: 
 ( ) ( )udxttRtxta ,,,,)()( 002βμ +≤ , 0tt ≥∀  
 
Moreover, making use of property (ii), the above inequality, we obtain that for every 
ArCudxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 100  the solution )(tx  of (1.2) with initial condition 00 )( xxtTr =  corresponding 
to input Aud ∈),(  satisfies: 
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⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ++++≤
≤≤
− )(sup,
)(
11)(
0
0
1
0 τμ τ uxtMRatxxtT ttrrrr , 0tt ≥∀                          (2.15) 
 
Notice that in order to obtain inequality (2.15) we have also used the causality argument that the solution )(tx  of 
(1.2) with initial condition 00 )( xxtTr =  corresponding to input Aud ∈),( , depends only on the values of the input 
u  on the interval ],[ 0 tt .  
 
We claim that estimate (2.15) holds for all ArCudxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 000 . Notice that this claim implies 
directly that property (iv) holds with ⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
+++=
≤≤ ≤≤
−
≤≤
),(max
)(min
11:),(
20
,20
1
20
sMRassTc
T
sx
T
ττμ ττ
. The proof of the claim 
will be made by contradiction. Suppose on the contrary that there exists ArCudxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 000  
and 01 tt >  such that the solution )(tx  of (1.2) with initial condition 00 )( xxtTr =  corresponding to input 
Aud ∈),(  satisfies: 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ++++>
≤≤
− )(sup,
)(
11)(
10
01
1
1
01 τμ τ uxtMRatxxtT ttrrrr , 0tt ≥∀                          (2.16) 
 
Let +∞<=
≤≤
xTB r
tt
)(sup:
10
τ
τ
. Using (2.8) and (2.15), it follows that (2.14) holds for all )];0,([~ 10
nrCx ℜ−∈  with 
1~00 ≤− rxx  with 
( )( ) )(sup,)(sup10;
)(
,max2
1010
100
1
0 ττμ ττ utttuxst
stMRaxBc
tttt
rr ≤≤≤≤
−
+⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ ≤≤++≤≤++++= , 
where )(~ tx  denotes the solution of (1.2) with initial condition 00
~)( xxtTr =  corresponding to input Aud ∈),( . Let 
0)(sup,
)(
11)(:
10
01
1
1
01 >⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ++−−−=
≤≤
− τμε τ uxtMRatxxtT ttrrrr . Using (2.15), (2.14), density of 
)];0,([1 nrC ℜ−  in )];0,([0 nrC ℜ− , continuity of the mapping 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ++++=→
≤≤
− )(sup,
)(
11:)(
10
1
1
1
τμ τ uxtMRatxxgx ttrr , we conclude that there exists )];0,([
~ 1
0
nrCx ℜ−∈  
such that: 
 
1~00 ≤− rxx ; ( ) ( ) 2~00
ε≤− xgxg  ; 
2
~)()( 11
ε≤− rrrr xtTxtT  
 
where )(~ tx  denotes the solution of (1.2) with initial condition 00
~)( xxtTr =  corresponding to input Aud ∈),( . 
Combining (2.15) for )(~ tx  with the above inequalities and the definition of ε  we obtain rrrr xtTxtT )()( 11 > , a 
contradiction. The proof is complete.       <  
 
 
The following definition introduces an important relation between output mappings. The equivalence relation defined 
next, will be used extensively in the following sections of the present work. 
 
Definition 2.9: Suppose that there exists a continuous mapping pnrh ℜ→ℜ×+∞− ),[:  with 0)0,( =th  for all 
rt −≥  and functions ∞∈Kaa 21,  such that ( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +≤≤
−∈
))(,(sup),())0(,(
]0,[
21 θθθ xthaxtHxtha rY  for all 
);]0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + . Then we say that Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  is equivalent to the finite-
dimensional mapping h . 
 
For example the identity output mapping );]0,([),( 0 nrCxxtH ℜ−∈=  is equivalent to finite-dimensional mapping 
nxxth ℜ∈=),( . 
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Finally, we end this section by presenting a technical small-gain lemma that will be used in the proofs of our main 
results. It is a direct corollary of Theorem 1 in [41] and is closely related to Lemma A.1 in [12]. 
 
Lemma 2.10: For every KL∈σ  and Ka∈  with ssa <)(  for all 0>s , there exists KL∈σ~  with the following 
property: if +ℜ→),[: 10 tty , ++ ℜ→ℜ:u  are locally bounded functions and 0≥M  a constant such that the 
following inequality holds for all ),[ 10 ttt∈ : 
  
⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛−≤
≤≤≤≤
)(;)(sup;),(maxinf)(
0
tuyatMty
ttt
τξσ
τξξ
                                               (2.17) 
 
then the following estimate holds for all ),[ 10 ttt∈ : 
 
( ) ⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −≤
≤≤
)(sup;,~max)(
0
0 τσ τ uttMty tt                                                          (2.18) 
 
 
3. Robust Global Asymptotic Output Stability (RGAOS) 
 
     In this section we introduce the reader to the notion of non-uniform in time and uniform Robust Global 
Asymptotic Output Stability (RGAOS) for systems described by RFDEs and we provide different equivalent 
characterizations for these notions. Notice that the notion of RGAOS is applied to uncertain systems with a robust 
equilibrium point (vanishing perturbations) and is an “Internal Stability” property. 
 
Definition 3.1: Consider system (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5). We say that (1.1) is non-uniformly in time Robustly 
Globally Asymptotically Output Stable (RGAOS) with disturbances DMd ∈  if (1.1) is RFC and the following 
properties hold: 
 
P1 (1.1) is Robustly Lagrange Output Stable, i.e., for every 0>ε , 0≥T , it holds that 
 { } +∞<∈∈≤+∞∈ Dr MdTtxttdxtttH ,],0[,,),[;));,,(,(sup 00000 εφ Y  
(Robust Lagrange Output Stability) 
 
 P2 (1.1) is Robustly Lyapunov Output Stable, i.e., for every 0>ε  and 0≥T  there exists a ( ) 0,: >= Tεδδ  such 
that: 
00000 ,));,,(,(],0[, ttdxtttHTtx r ≥∀≤⇒∈≤ εφδ Y , DMd ∈∀  
(Robust Lyapunov Output Stability) 
 
P3 (1.1) satisfies the Robust Output Attractivity Property, i.e. for every 0>ε , 0≥T  and 0≥R , there exists a ( ) 0,,: ≥= RTεττ , such that: 
 
τεφ +≥∀≤⇒∈≤ 00000 ,));,,(,(],0[, ttdxtttHTtRx r Y , DMd ∈∀  
 
Moreover, if there exists a function ∞∈Ka  such that ( ) Y),( xtHxa r ≤  for all );]0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + , then 
we say that (1.1) is non-uniformly in time Robustly Globally Asymptotically Stable (RGAS) with disturbances 
DMd ∈ . 
 
We say that (1.1) is non-uniformly in time Robustly Globally Asymptotically Output Stable (RGAOS) with 
disturbances DMd
~∈  if (1.1) is RFC and properties P1-3 above hold with DMd ~∈  instead of DMd ∈ . 
 
    The next lemma provides an estimate of the output behavior for non-uniformly in time RGAOS systems. It is an 
immediate corollary of Lemma 3.4 in [19].   
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Lemma 3.2: System (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS with disturbances DMd ∈ (or 
DMd
~∈ ) if and only if system (1.1) is RFC and there exist functions KL∈σ , +∈Kβ  such that the following 
estimate holds for all );]0,([),( 000
nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + , DMd ∈ (or DMd ~∈ ) and 0tt ≥ : 
 ( )00000 ,)());,,(,( ttxtdxtttH r −≤ βσφ Y                                           (3.1) 
 
    We next provide the definition of Uniform Robust Global Asymptotic Output Stability, in terms of KL  functions, 
which is completely analogous to the finite-dimensional case (see [23,28,39,40]). It is clear that such a definition is 
equivalent to a εδ −  definition (analogous to Definition 3.1). 
 
Definition 3.3: Suppose that (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5) is RGAOS with disturbances DMd ∈ (or DMd ~∈ ) and 
there exist KL∈σ  such that estimate (3.1) holds for all );]0,([),( 000 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + , DMd ∈ (or DMd ~∈ )  and 
0tt ≥  with 1)( ≡tβ . Then we say that (1.1) is Uniformly Robustly Globally Asymptotically Output Stable 
(URGAOS) with disturbances DMd ∈ (or DMd ~∈ ). 
 
The following lemma must be compared to Lemma 1.1, page 131 in [8] and Proposition 3.2 in [16]. It shows that for 
periodic systems RGAOS is equivalent to URGAOS. We say that (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5) is −T periodic, if 
there exists 0>T  such that ),,(),,( dxtfdxTtf =+  and ),(),( xtHxTtH =+  for all 
DrCdxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + );]0,([),,( 0 . We say that (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5) is autonomous if 
),,0(),,( dxfdxtf =  and ),0(),( xHxtH =  for all DrCdxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + );]0,([),,( 0 .  
 
Lemma 3.4: Suppose that (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5) is T-periodic. If (1.1) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS with 
disturbances DMd ∈ (or DMd ~∈ ), then (1.1) is URGAOS with disturbances DMd ∈ (or DMd ~∈ ). 
 
Proof The proof is based on the following observation: if (1.1) is periodicT −  then for all 
D
n MrCdxt ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,( 000  it holds that ( )dPxkTtkTtdxtt kT;,,);,,( 0000 −−= φφ  and ( )( )dPxkTtkTtkTtHdxtttH kT;,,,));,,(,( 0000 −−−= φφ , where [ ]Ttk /: 0=  denotes the integer part of Tt /0  and 
( ) ( )kTtdtdPkT +=)(  for all 0≥+ kTt . Notice that if  DMd ∈  then DkT MdP ∈  and if DMd ~∈  then DkT MdP ~∈ .  
 
      Since (1.1) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS, there exist functions KL∈σ , +∈Kβ  such that (3.1) holds for all 
)];0,([),( 000
nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + , DMd ∈ (or DMd ~∈ ) and 0tt ≥ . Consequently, it follows that the following 
estimate holds for all )];0,([),( 000
nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + , DMd ∈ (or DMd ~∈ )  and 0tt ≥ : 
 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡−≤ 000000 ,));,,(,( ttxTT
t
tdxtttH rβσφ Y  
 
Since TT
T
t
t <⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡−≤ 000 , for all 00 ≥t , it follows that the following estimate holds for all 
)];0,([),( 000
nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + , DMd ∈ (or DMd ~∈ )  and 0tt ≥ : 
 
 ( )0000 ,~));,,(,( ttxdxtttH r −≤ σφ Y  
 
where ),(:),(~ tRsts σσ =  and { }TttR ≤≤= 0;)(max: β . The previous estimate in conjunction with Definition 3.3 
implies that (1.1) is URGAOS. The proof is complete.     <  
 
 
We are now in a position to state Lyapunov-like characterizations for non-uniform in time RGAOS and URGAOS. 
The proofs are provided in the Appendix. 
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Theorem 3.5 Consider system (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5). The following statements are equivalent: 
 
(a)  (1.1) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS with disturbances DMd ∈ .  
 
(b)  (1.1) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS with disturbances DMd
~∈ .  
 
(c)  (1.1) is RFC and there exist functions ∞∈Kaa 21, , +∈Kβ , a positive definite continuous function 
++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ   and a mapping ++ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 0 nrCV , which is almost Lipschitz on bounded sets, such 
that: ( ) ( )rxtaxtVxtHa )(),(),( 21 β≤≤Y , )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ +                      (3.2) 
 
( )),()),,(;,(0 xtVdxtfxtV ρ−≤ , DrCdxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ + )];0,([),,( 0                      (3.3) 
 
(d)  (1.1) is RFC and there exist functions ∞∈Kaa 21, , +∈Kβ  and a mapping ++ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 0 nrCV , 
which is almost Lipschitz on bounded sets, such that inequalities (3.2), (3.3) hold with 1)( ≡tγ  and ss =:)(ρ . 
 
(e) (1.1) is RFC and there exist a lower semi-continuous mapping ++ ℜ→ℜ−−×ℜ )];0,([: 0 nrCV τ , a constant 
0≥τ , functions ∞∈Kaa 21 , , +∈Kγβ ,  with +∞=∫+∞
0
)( dttγ , E∈μ  (see Notations) and );(0 ++ ℜℜ∈Cρ  
being positive definite, such that the following inequalities hold: 
 ( ) ( )τβ +≤≤ rxtaxtVxtHa )(),(),( 21 Y , )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−−×ℜ∈∀ + τ                             (3.4) 
 
( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+−≤ ∫tr dsstxtVtdxTtfxtV
0
0 )()(),()()),)0(,(;,( γμγργ , )(,),[),( tSxDdt ∈∀×+∞∈∀ τ         (3.5) 
 
        where the set-valued map )(tS  is defined for τ≥t  by ),(:)( ~ dtStS
DMd∈
∪=  and the set-valued map ),( dtS  is 
defined for τ≥t  and DMd ~∈  by: 
⎪⎭
⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
−∈∀+++−=ℜ−−∈= ∫
−
]0,[,))(,)(,()()(;)];0,([:),( 0 τθττθτ
θ
τ
dssdxsTstfxxrCxdtS r
n             (3.6) 
 
Moreover,  
i) if Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  is equivalent to the finite-dimensional continuous mapping 
pnrh ℜ→ℜ×+∞− ),[:  then inequality (3.2) in statements (c) and (d) can be replaced by the following inequality:   
 ( ) ( )rxtaxtVxtha )(),())0(,( 21 β≤≤ , )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ +                               (3.7) 
 
 
ii) if Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  is equivalent to the finite-dimensional continuous mapping 
pnrh ℜ→ℜ×+∞− ),[:  then inequality (3.4) in statement (e) can be replaced by the following inequality:   
 ( ) ( )τβ +≤≤ rxtaxtVxtha )(),())0(,( 21 , )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−−×ℜ∈∀ + τ                             (3.8) 
 
 
iii) if there exist functions ∞∈Ka , +∈Kμ  and a constant 0≥R  such that ( ) RxtVxta +≤ ),()0()(μ  for all 
);]0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  then the requirement that (1.1) is RFC is not needed in statements (c) and (d) above. 
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Theorem 3.6 Consider system (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5). The following statements are equivalent: 
 
(a)  (1.1) is URGAOS with disturbances DMd ∈ .  
 
(b)  (1.1) is URGAOS with disturbances DMd
~∈ .  
 
(c)  (1.1) is RFC and there exist functions ∞∈Kaa 21, , a positive definite continuous function ++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ   and a 
mapping ++ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 0 nrCV , which is almost Lipschitz on bounded sets, such that: 
 ( ) ( )rxaxtVxtHa 21 ),(),( ≤≤Y , )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ +                      (3.9) 
 
( )),()),,(;,(0 xtVdxtfxtV ρ−≤ , DrCdxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ + )];0,([),,( 0                      (3.10) 
 
(d)  (1.1) is RFC and there exist functions ∞∈Kaa 21,  and a mapping ++ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 0 nrCV , which is 
almost Lipschitz on bounded sets, such that inequalities (3.9), (3.10) hold with ss =:)(ρ . Moreover, if system 
(1.1) is periodicT − , then V  is periodicT −  (i.e. ),(),( xtVxTtV =+  for all )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + ) 
and if (1.1) is autonomous then V  is independent of t . 
 
(e) (1.1) is RFC and there exist constants 0, ≥βτ , a lower semi-continuous mapping 
++ ℜ→ℜ−−×ℜ )];0,([: 0 nrCV τ , functions ∞∈Kaa 21 ,  and );(0 ++ ℜℜ∈Cρ  being positive definite, such 
that the following inequalities hold: 
 ( ) ( )τ+≤≤ rxaxtVxtHa 21 ),(),( Y , )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−−×ℜ∈∀ + τ                             (3.11) 
 
),()),)0(,(;,(0 xtVdxTtfxtV r β≤ , DrCdxt n ×ℜ−−×ℜ∈∀ + )];0,([),,( 0 τ                   (3.12a) 
 
( )),()),)0(,(;,(0 xtVdxTtfxtV r ρ−≤ , )(,),[),( tSxDdt ∈∀×+∞∈∀ τ                             (3.12b) 
 
        where the set-valued map )(tS  is defined for τ≥t  by ),(:)( ~ dtStS
DMd∈
∪=  and the set-valued map ),( dtS  is 
defined for τ≥t  and DMd ~∈  by (3.6). 
 
Moreover,  
i) if Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  is equivalent to the finite-dimensional continuous periodicT −  mapping 
pnrh ℜ→ℜ×+∞− ),[:  then inequality (3.9) in statements (c) and (d) can be replaced by the following inequality:   
 ( ) ( )rxaxtVxtha 21 ),())0(,( ≤≤ , )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ +                               (3.13) 
 
 
ii) if Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  is equivalent to the finite-dimensional continuous periodicT −  mapping 
pnrh ℜ→ℜ×+∞− ),[:  then inequality (3.11) in statement (e) can be replaced by the following inequality:   
 ( ) ( )τ+≤≤ rxaxtVxtha 21 ),())0(,( , )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−−×ℜ∈∀ + τ                             (3.14) 
 
 
iii) if there exist functions ∞∈Ka , +∈Kμ  and a constant 0≥R  such that ( ) RxtVxta +≤ ),()0()(μ  for all 
);]0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  then the requirement that (1.1) is RFC is not needed in statements (c) and (d) above. 
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4. Input-to-Output Stability (IOS) 
 
     In this section we introduce the reader to the notion of non-uniform in time and uniform Input-to-Output Stability 
(IOS) for systems described by RFDEs and we provide estimates for the solutions of such systems. Notice that the 
notion of IOS is an “External Stability” property since it is applied to systems which operate under the effect of 
external non-vanishing perturbations. 
 
Definition 4.1: We say that (1.2) under hypotheses (S1-7) satisfies the non-uniform in time Input-to-Output Stability 
property (IOS) from the input UMu∈  with gain K∈γ  and weight +∈Kδ , if (1.2) is robustly forward complete 
(RFC) from the input UMu∈  and there exist functions KL∈σ , +∈Kβ , such that for all UD MMud ×∈),( , 
)];0,([),( 000
nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  the solution )(tx  of (1.2) with 00 )( xxtTr =  corresponding to UD MMud ×∈),(  
satisfies the following estimate  for all 0tt ≥ : 
 
( ) ⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −≤
≤≤
)()(sup,),)((max))(,(
0
000 ττδγβσ τ uttxtxtTtH ttrr Y                               (4.1) 
Moreover,  
(i) if 1)()( ≡= tt δβ , then we say that (1.2) satisfies the Uniform Input-to-Output Stability property 
(UIOS) from the input UMu∈  with gain K∈γ .  
(ii) if Y),( xtHx r ≤  for all );]0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + , then we say that (1.2) satisfies the non-
uniform in time Input-to-State Stability property (ISS) from the input UMu∈  with gain K∈γ  and 
weight +∈Kδ . 
(iii) if Y),( xtHx r ≤  for all );]0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  and 1)()( ≡= tt δβ , then we say that (1.2) 
satisfies the Uniform Input-to-State Stability property (UISS) from the input UMu∈  with gain 
K∈γ . 
 
 
The following lemma shows that for periodic systems estimate (4.1) leads to a simpler estimate. We say that (1.2) 
under hypotheses (S1-7) is −T periodic, if there exists 0>T  such that ),,,(),,,( duxtfduxTtf =+  and 
),(),( xtHxTtH =+  for all DUrCduxt n ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + );]0,([),,,( 0 . We say that (1.2) under hypotheses (S1-7) is 
autonomous if ),,,0(),,( duxfdxtf =  and ),0(),( xHxtH =  for all DUrCduxt n ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + );]0,([),,,( 0 . 
 
Lemma 4.2: Suppose that (1.2) is T-periodic. If  (1.2) satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS property from the input 
UMu∈ , then there exist functions KL∈σ , +∈Kδ  and K∈γ  such that estimate (4.1) holds for all 
UD
n MMrCudxt ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + );]0,([),,,( 000  and 0tt ≥  with 1)( ≡tβ . 
 
Proof The proof is based on the following observation: if (1.2) is periodicT −  then for all 
UD
n MMrCudxt ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + );]0,([),,,( 000  it holds that ( )dPuPxkTtkTtduxtt kTkT ,;,,),;,,( 0000 −−= φφ  and ( )( )dPuPxkTtkTtkTtHduxtttH kTkT ,;,,,)),;,,(,( 0000 −−−= φφ , where [ ]Ttk /: 0=  denotes the integer part of 
Tt /0  and the inputs UkT MuP ∈ , DkT MdP ∈  are defined by ( ) ( )kTtdtdPkT +=)(  and ( ) ( )kTtutuPkT +=)(  for all 
0≥+ kTt .  
 
Since (1.2) satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS property from the input UMu∈ , there exist functions KL∈σ , 
+∈Kδβ , , K∈γ  such that (4.1) holds for all UDn MMrCudxt ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + );]0,([),,,( 000  and 0tt ≥ . 
Consequently, it follows that the following estimate holds for all UD
n MMrCudxt ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + );]0,([),,,( 000  
and 0tt ≥ : 
 
( )( ) ( )( ) ⎪⎭⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −−≤
−−∈
)()(sup,,max)),;,,(,(
],[
00000
0
ττδγβσφ
τ
uPttxkTtduxtttH kT
kTtkTt
rY  
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Setting kTs −=τ  and since TT
T
t
t <⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡−≤ 000 , for all 00 ≥t , we obtain    
 
( ) ( )( ) ⎪⎭⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −−−≤
∈
)()(sup,,~max)),;,,(,(
],[
0000
0
kTsuPkTsttxduxtttH kT
tts
r δγσφ Y                  (4.2)     
 
where ),)1((:),(~ tsRts += σσ  and { }TttR ≤≤= 0;)(max: β . Estimate (4.2) and the identity ( ) )()( sukTsuPkT =−  
for all 0≥s , imply that the following estimate holds for all UDn MMrCudxt ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + );]0,([),,,( 000  and 
0tt ≥ : 
( ) ( ) ⎪⎭⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −−≤
∈
)()(sup,,~max)),;,,(,(
],[
0000
0
sukTsttxduxtttH
tts
r δγσφ Y                        (4.3)     
 
Setting { }],0[;)(max:)(~ tsst ∈= δδ , we obtain from (4.3) that estimate (4.1) holds with 1)( ≡tβ  and KL∈σ~ , 
+∈Kδ~  in place of KL∈σ , +∈Kδ , respectively. The proof is complete.     <  
 
 
It should be emphasized that Lemma 4.2 does not guarantee the UIOS property. Particularly, the proof of Lemma 4.2 
shows that if (1.2) satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS property with gain γ  and weight δ  and is periodicT −  
then  estimate (4.1) holds with 1)( ≡tβ , same gain  γ  but with weight { }],0[;)(max:)(~ tsst ∈= δδ . Thus the UIOS 
property can be guaranteed if in addition we assume that δ  is bounded. 
 
We are now in a position to state characterizations for the non-uniform in time IOS property for time-varying 
uncertain systems. The proof of the following theorem is provided in the Appendix. 
 
Theorem 4.3: The following statements are equivalent for system (1.2) under hypotheses (S1-7): 
 
(a)  System (1.2) is robustly forward complete (RFC) from the input UMu∈  and there exist functions KL∈σ , 
+∈Kφβ , , K∈ρ  such that that for all UD MMud ×∈),( , )];0,([),( 000 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  the solution )(tx  of 
(1.2) with 00 )( xxtTr =  corresponding to UD MMud ×∈),(  satisfies the following estimate  for all 0tt ≥ : 
 
( ) ( )( ) ⎪⎭⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −−≤
≤≤
τττφρτβσβσ
τ
tuttxtxtTtH
tt
rr ,)()()(sup,,)(max))(,(
0
000Y                (4.4) 
 
(b) System (1.2) satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS property from the input UMu∈ .  
 
(c) There exist a locally Lipschitz function ∞∈Kθ , functions +∈Kμφ,  such that the following system is non-
uniformly in time RGAOS with disturbances Δ∈′ Mdd ~),( : 
 ( )
))(,(~)(;)(),(
)(
)(
,)(,)( xtTtHtYtdtd
t
xtT
xtTtftx r
rr
r =⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ′= φ
θ
&                              (4.5) 
 
where DBU ×=Δ ]1,0[: , )];0,([))(),,((:),(~ 0 nrCxtxtHxtH ℜ−×∈= Yμ . 
 
(d) There exist a Lyapunov functional ++ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 0 nrCV , which is almost Lipschitz on bounded sets, 
functions 321 ,, aaa  of class ∞K , μδβ ,,  of class +K  such that: 
 
))((),())(),(( 21 rr xtaxtVxtxtHa βμ ≤≤+Y , )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ +                           (4.6) 
 ( )utaxtVduxtfxtV )(),()),,,(;,( 30 δ+−≤ , DUrCduxt n ××ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ + )];0,([),,,( 0         (4.7) 
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(e) System (1.2) is RFC from the input UMu∈  and there exist a Lyapunov functional 
++ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 0 nrCV , which is almost Lipschitz on bounded sets, functions ζ,, 21 aa  of class ∞K , δβ ,  
of class +K  and a continuous positive definite function ++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ   such that: 
 
))((),()),(( 21 rxtaxtVxtHa β≤≤Y , )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ +                                    (4.8) 
 
( )),()),,,(;,(0 xtVduxtfxtV ρ−≤ , 
for all DUrCduxt n ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 0  with ( ) ),()( xtVut ≤δζ                               (4.9) 
 
Moreover,  
i) if Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  is equivalent to the finite-dimensional continuous mapping 
pnrh ℜ→ℜ×+∞− ),[:  then inequality (4.8) in statement (e) can be replaced by the following inequality:   
 ( ) ( )rxtaxtVxtha )(),())0(,( 21 β≤≤ , )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ +                               (4.10) 
 
ii) if there exist functions ∞∈Ka , +∈Kμ  and a constant 0≥R  such that ( ) RxtHxta +≤ Y),()0()(μ  for all 
);]0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  then the requirement that (1.2) is RFC from the input UMu∈  is not needed in 
statement (a) above. 
 
iii) if there exist functions ∞∈Ka , +∈Kμ  and a constant 0≥R  such that ( ) RxtVxta +≤ ),()0()(μ  for all 
);]0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  then the requirement that (1.2) is RFC from the input UMu∈  is not needed in 
statement (e) above. 
 
 
In order to obtain characterizations of the uniform IOS property, we need an extra hypothesis for system (1.2).  
 
(S8) There exists a constant 0≥R  and a function ∞∈Ka  such that the inequality ( ) RxtHax r +≤ Y),(  holds for 
all )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + .  
 
Hypothesis (S8) holds for the important case of the output map ]0,[;)),((:),( rAxdxtH −∈= θθ , where nA ℜ⊂  is 
a compact set which contains nℜ∈0  and ),( Axd  denotes the distance of the point nx ℜ∈  from the set nA ℜ⊂ . 
Notice that it is not required that nA ℜ⊂  is positively invariant for (1.2) with 0≡u .    
 
Hypothesis (S8) allows us to provide characterizations for the UIOS property for periodic uncertain systems. The 
proof of the following theorem is given in the Appendix. 
 
Theorem 4.4: Suppose that system (1.2) under hypotheses (S1-8) is −T  periodic. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
 
(a)  There exist functions KL∈σ , ∞∈Kρ  such that that for all UD MMud ×∈),( , )];0,([),( 000 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  
the solution )(tx  of (1.2) with 00 )( xxtTr =  corresponding to UD MMud ×∈),( , satisfies the following estimate  for 
all 0tt ≥ : 
 
( ) ( )( ) ⎪⎭⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −−≤
≤≤
ττρσσ
τ
tuttxxtTtH
tt
rr ,)(sup,,max))(,(
0
00Y                                (4.11) 
 
 
(b)  System (1.2) satisfies the UIOS property.  
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(c) There exists a locally Lipschitz function ∞∈Kθ  such that )];0,([0 0 nrC ℜ−∈  is URGAOS with disturbances 
Δ∈′ Mdd ~),(  for the system: 
 ( )( ) ))(,()(;)(),())(,(,)(,)( xtTtHtYtdtdxtTtHxtTtftx rrr =′= Yθ&                   (4.12) 
where DBU ×=Δ ]1,0[: . 
 
(d) There exist a −T  periodic Lyapunov functional ++ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 0 nrCV , which is almost Lipschitz on 
bounded sets, functions 321 ,, aaa  of class ∞K  such that: 
 
)(),()),(( 21 rxaxtVxtHa ≤≤Y , )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ +                           (4.13) 
 
)(),()),,,(;,( 3
0 uaxtVduxtfxtV +−≤ , DUrCduxt n ××ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ + )];0,([),,,( 0              (4.14) 
 
(e) There exist a Lyapunov functional ++ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 0 nrCV , which is almost Lipschitz on bounded sets, 
functions ζ,, 21 aa  of class ∞K  and a continuous positive definite function ++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ   such that: 
)(),()),(( 21 rxaxtVxtHa ≤≤Y , )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ +                                    (4.15) 
 
( )),()),,,(;,(0 xtVduxtfxtV ρ−≤ , 
for all DUrCduxt n ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 0  with ( ) ),( xtVu ≤ζ                               (4.16) 
 
Finally, if Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  is equivalent to the finite-dimensional continuous −T  periodic mapping 
pnrh ℜ→ℜ×+∞− ),[:  then inequalities (4.13), (4.15) in statements (d) and (e), respectively, can be replaced by the 
following inequality: 
 ( ) ( )rxaxtVxtha 21 ),())0(,( ≤≤ , )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ +                               (4.17) 
 
 
Remark 4.5: A Statement like (e) of Theorem 4.4 was extensively used as a tool of proving the uniform ISS property 
for autonomous time-delay systems in [33]. 
 
The following theorem provides sufficient Lyapunov-like conditions for the non-uniform in time and uniform IOS 
property. The proof of implications (e)⇒ (a) of Theorem 4.3 and (e)⇒ (a) of Theorem 4.4 are based on the result of 
Theorem 4.6, which gives quantitative estimates of the solutions of (1.2) under hypotheses (S1-7). The gain functions 
and the weights of the IOS property can be determined explicitly in terms of the functions involved in the 
assumptions of Theorem 4.6. 
 
Theorem 4.6: Consider system (1.2) under hypotheses (S1-7) and suppose that there exist a Lyapunov functional 
++ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 0 nrCV , which is almost Lipschitz on bounded sets, functions ζ,a  of class ∞K , δβ ,  of 
class +K  and a continuous positive definite function ++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ   such that: 
 
))((),( rxtaxtV β≤ , )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ +                                    (4.18) 
 
( )),()),,,(;,(0 xtVduxtfxtV ρ−≤ , 
for all DUrCduxt n ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 0  with ( ) ),()( xtVut ≤δζ                               (4.19) 
 
Moreover, suppose that one of the following holds: 
a) system (1.2) is RFC from the input UMu∈  
 
b) there exist functions ∞∈Kp , +∈Kμ  and a constant 0≥R  such that ( ) RxtVxtp +≤ ),()0()(μ  for all 
);]0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  
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Then system (1.2) is RFC from the input UMu∈  and there exist a function KL∈σ  with ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s , 
such that that for all UD MMud ×∈),( , )];0,([),( 000 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  the solution )(tx  of (1.2) with 00 )( xxtTr =  
corresponding to UD MMud ×∈),( , satisfies the following estimate  for all 0tt ≥ : 
 
( )( ) ( )( ) ⎪⎭⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −−≤
≤≤
τττδζσβσ
τ
tuttxtaxtTtV
tt
rr ,)()(sup,,)(max))(,(
0
000              (4.20) 
Finally, 
 
(i) if there exist a function 1a  of class ∞K  such that ),()),((1 xtVxtHa ≤Y  for all 
)];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + , then system (1.2) satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS property from the 
input UMu∈  with gain ( ))(:)( 11 sas ζγ −=  and weight δ . 
 
(ii) if Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  is equivalent to the finite-dimensional continuous mapping 
pnrh ℜ→ℜ×+∞− ),[:  and there exist functions 21 , aa  of class ∞K  such that  
( ) ),())0(,(1 xtVxtha ≤ , ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +≤
−∈
))(,(sup),(
]0,[
2 θθθ xthaxtH rY  for all )];0,([),(
0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + , 
then system (1.2) satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS property from the input UMu∈  with gain 
( )( ))(:)( 112 saas ζγ −=  and weight δ . 
 
 
The proof of Theorem 4.6 is based on the following comparison lemma. Its proof is given in the Appendix. 
  
 
Lemma 4.7: For each positive definite continuous function ++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ  there exists a function σ  of class KL , 
with ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s  with the following property: if +ℜ→],[: 10 tty  is an absolutely continuous function, 
++ ℜ→ℜ:u  is a locally bounded mapping and ],[ 10 ttI ⊂  a set of Lebesgue measure zero such that )(ty&  is 
defined on Itt \],[ 10  and such that  the following implication holds for all Ittt \],[ 10∈ : 
  ( ))()()()( tytytuty ρ−≤⇒≥ &                                                               (4.21) 
 
then the following estimate holds for all ],[ 10 ttt∈ : 
 
( ) ( ) ⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −−≤
≤≤
stsutttyty
tst
,)(sup,,)(max)(
0
00 σσ                                               (4.22) 
 
 
The following example presents an autonomous time-delay system, which satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS 
property and does not satisfy the UIOS property. The analysis is performed with the help of Theorem 4.6. 
 
 
Example 4.8: Consider the following autonomous time-delay system: 
 
ℜ∈ℜ=∈−=∈ℜ∈′
=
−+−=
=
)(,:)(,]1,1[:)(,))(),((
)()(
)()()()(
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2
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turtxtxtx
txtdtx
&
&
                             (4.23) 
 
Consider the functional: 
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∫
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4
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4
121 )()8exp(4
1)0(
2
1)0()4exp()0()8exp(:),,(
r
dssxtxxtxtxxtV                        (4.24) 
 
First notice that the functional ++ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 20 rCV  defined by (4.24) is almost Lipschitz on bounded sets. 
Moreover, inequality (4.18) is satisfied for this functional with 24
4
1:)( ssrsa +⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ +=  and 1)( ≡tβ . We next estimate 
an upper bound for the Dini derivative of the functional ++ ℜ→ℜ−×ℜ )];0,([: 20 rCV  along the solutions of system 
(4.23). We have for all ]1,1[)];0,([),,,( 20 −×ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + rCduxt : 
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Using the inequalities 1≤d , 2212212 )(2
1)0(
2
1)()0( urxxurxx −+≤− , 
44
1
22
1 )8exp(4
1)()8exp(
4
1)(
2
1 utrxturx +−−≤− , we are in a position to estimate for all 
]1,1[)];0,([),,,( 20 −×ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + rCduxt : 
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Finally, using the above inequality and definition (4.24) we obtain for all 
]1,1[)];0,([),,,( 20 −×ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + rCduxt : 
 
( ) ( ) 421121210 )8exp(4
1,,))()0(),0((;,, utxxtVurxxdxxxtV +−≤−+−                              (4.25) 
 
Inequality (4.25) guarantees that (4.19) holds with ss
2
1:)( =ρ , 4
2
1:)( ss =ζ  and )2exp(:)( tt =δ . Definition (4.24) 
guarantees that there exist functions ∞∈Kp , +∈Kμ  and a constant 0≥R  such that ( ) RxtVxtp +≤ ),()0()(μ  for 
all );]0,([),( 20 ℜ−×ℜ∈ + rCxt  (for instance, 2
2
1:)( ssp = , )2exp(:)( tt −=μ  and 0:=R ). Finally, notice that the 
inequality ),()),((1 xtVxtHa ≤Y  holds for all )];0,([),( 20 ℜ−×ℜ∈ + rCxt  with 21 2
1:)( ssa = . It follows from 
Theorem 4.6 that system (4.23) satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS property from the input UMu∈  with gain 
( ) 211 )(:)( ssas == − ζγ  and weight )2exp(:)( tt =δ . 
 
 
It should be emphasized that system (4.23) does not satisfy the UIOS property from the input UMu∈ . This can be 
shown by considering the solution of (4.23) corresponding to inputs 1)( ≡td  and 1)( ≡tu . It can be shown that for 
0)0(1 ≠x  the output of (4.23) is not bounded and satisfies +∞=+∞→ )(lim tYt . Consequently, bounded inputs can 
produce unbounded output responses, which contradicts the requirements of the UIOS property from the input 
UMu∈ .       <  
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5. Razumikhin Functions 
 
Let ℜ→ℜ×+∞− nrV ),[:  be a locally Lipschitz mapping and let nnvxt ℜ×ℜ×ℜ∈ +),,( . We define  
 
h
xtVhvxhtVvxtVD
h
),(),(suplim:);,(
0
−++=
+→
+                                                          (5.1) 
 
The following proposition extends the classical Razumikhin theorem to systems with disturbances as well as to the 
case of output asymptotic stability. Its proof is based on Lemma 2.10 (small-gain lemma) and on Lemma 4.7 of the 
previous section. 
 
Proposition 5.1: Consider system (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5) and suppose that Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  is 
equivalent to the finite-dimensional mapping pnrh ℜ→ℜ×+∞− ),[: . Moreover, suppose that there exist a locally 
Lipschitz function +ℜ→ℜ×+∞− nrV ),[: , functions aaa ,, 21  of class ∞K , with ssa <)(  for all 0>s , β   of class 
+K  and a positive definite function ρ  such that: 
 
))((),()),(( 21 xtaxrtVxrtha β≤−≤− , nxt ℜ×ℜ∈∀ +),(                                     (5.2) 
 
( )))0(,()),,();0(,( xtVdxtfxtVD ρ−≤+ , 
for all DrCdxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,( 0  with ))0(,())(,(sup
]0,[
xtVxtVa
r
≤⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +
−∈
θθ
θ
                     (5.3) 
 
Finally, suppose that one of the following holds: 
 
(i) system (1.1) is RFC 
 
(ii) there exist functions ∞∈Kζ , +∈Kμ  and a constant 0≥R  such that ( ) RxrtVxt +−≤ ),()(μζ  for all 
nxt ℜ×ℜ∈ +),(  
 
Then system (1.1) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS. Moreover, if β  is bounded then system (1.1) is URGAOS. 
 
Proof: Consider a solution )(tx  of (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5) corresponding to arbitrary DMd ∈  with initial 
condition )];0,([)( 000
n
r rCxxtT ℜ−∈= . It follows from (5.3) and Lemma 4.7 that there exists a continuous 
function σ  of class KL , with ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s  such that: 
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θ
, ),[ max0 ttt∈∀           (5.4) 
 
An immediate consequence of estimate (5.4) and the fact that ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s  is the following estimate for all 
),[ max0 ttt∈ : 
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    (5.5) 
 
where sts =:),(σ  for ],0[ rt∈  and ),(:),( rtsts −= σσ  for rt > . Using the fact that ssa <)(  for all 0>s  and 
estimate (5.5) it may be shown that: 
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θθθθ
θθ
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txtVtxtV
rr
, ),[ max0 ttt∈∀                        (5.6) 
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In case that system (1.1) is RFC, we have +∞=maxt . In case that there exist functions ∞∈Kζ , +∈Kμ  and a 
constant 0≥R  such that ( ) RxrtVxt +−≤ ),()(μζ  for all nxt ℜ×ℜ∈ +),( , inequality (5.6) in conjunction with (5.2) 
implies: 
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, ),[ max0 ttt∈∀                        (5.7) 
 
Estimate (5.7) implies that system (1.1) is RFC. Therefore we conclude that in any case system (1.1) is RFC and that 
estimates (5.5) and (5.6) holds for all 0tt ≥ . Combining (5.5) with (5.6) we obtain for all 0tt ≥ : 
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Lemma 2.10 in conjunction with inequality (5.8) implies the existence of KL∈σ~  such that: 
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, 0tt ≥∀                           (5.9) 
 
Since Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  is equivalent to the finite-dimensional mapping h ,  there exist function 
∞∈Ka3  such that ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +≤
−∈
))(,(sup),(
]0,[
3 θθθ xthaxtH rY  for all );]0,([),(
0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + . Using the previous 
inequality in conjunction with (5.9) and (5.2) we obtain: 
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Estimate (5.10) implies that system (1.1) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS. Moreover, if β  is bounded then estimate 
(5.10) implies that system (1.1) is URGAOS. The proof is complete.       <  
 
The following example illustrates the use of Proposition 5.1 to a robust stabilization problem for a linear time-varying 
control system with distributed delay. 
 
Example 5.2: Consider the following time-varying control system: 
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where 0≥r , and the quadratic function: 
 
( )21221 )exp(42
1)2exp(
4
33:),( xtxxtxtV ++=                                                           (5.12) 
 
First notice that the output );]0,([),( 20 ℜ−∈= rCxxtH  is equivalent to the finite-dimensional mapping 
2),(),(),[ ℜ∈=→∋ℜ×+∞− xxthxtr n . Completing the squares, it may be shown that V  satisfies (5.2) with 
2
21 ),(:)( ℜ∈′= xxxh , 21 4
1:)( ssa = , )exp(:)( tt =β  and 22 30:)( ssa = . Next we evaluate the derivative of V  along 
the solutions of system (5.11). We obtain for all ]1,1[);]0,([),,,( 20 −×ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + rCduxt : 
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Let ssa
2
1:)( = . Thus the inequality ))0(,())(,(sup
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. Using the previous inequality as well as 
the fact that 1≤d , we obtain for all ]1,1[);]0,([),,,( 20 −×ℜ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + rCduxt  with 
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where )exp(: rrK = . Consequently, if  
 
)exp(
2
23 rr>                                                                            (5.13) 
 
 
there exists 0>ε  such that 0
2
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33
2
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⎛ ++−= Kc ε . It follows from (5.13) that the linear time-varying 
feedback law: 
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Hence, it follows from Proposition 5.1 that the closed-loop system (5.11), (5.14) under hypothesis (5.13) is non-
uniformly in time RGAS.       <  
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The following proposition provides conditions in terms of Razumikhin functions for the non-uniform in time and 
uniform IOS property.  
 
Proposition 5.3: Consider system (1.2) under hypotheses (S1-7) and suppose that Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  is 
equivalent to the finite-dimensional mapping pnrh ℜ→ℜ×+∞− ),[: . Moreover, suppose that there exist a locally 
Lipschitz function +ℜ→ℜ×+∞− nrV ),[: , functions ζ,,, 21 aaa  of class ∞K  with ssa <)(  for all 0>s , δβ ,   of 
class +K  and a positive definite function ρ  such that: 
 
))((),()),(( 21 xtaxrtVxrtha β≤−≤− , nxt ℜ×ℜ∈∀ +),(                                     (5.15) 
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Finally, suppose that one of the following holds: 
 
(i) system (1.1) is RFC from the input UMu∈  
 
(ii) there exist functions ∞∈Kp , +∈Kμ  and a constant 0≥R  such that ( ) RxrtVxtp +−≤ ),()(μ  for all 
nxt ℜ×ℜ∈ +),(  
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))(,(sup),(
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3 θθθ xthaxtH rY  for all 
);]0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + . Then system (1.2) satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS property with gain 
( )( ))(:)( 113 saas ζγ −=  and weight δ . Moreover, if δβ ,  are bounded then system (1.2) satisfies the UIOS property 
from the input UMu∈ . 
 
Proof: Consider a solution )(tx  of (1.2) under hypotheses (S1-7) corresponding to arbitrary DU MMdu ×∈),(  with 
initial condition )];0,([)( 000
n
r rCxxtT ℜ−∈= . It follows from (5.16) and Lemma 4.7 that there exists a continuous 
function σ  of class KL , with ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s  such that for all ),[ max0 ttt∈  we have: 
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An immediate consequence of estimate (5.17) and the fact that ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s  is the following estimate for 
all ),[ max0 ttt∈ : 
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    (5.18) 
 
where sts =:),(σ  for ],0[ rt∈  and ),(:),( rtsts −= σσ  for rt > . Using the fact that ssa <)(  for all 0>s  and 
estimate (5.18) it may be shown that: 
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In case that system (1.2) is RFC from the input UMu∈ , we have +∞=maxt . In case that there exist functions 
∞∈Kp , +∈Kμ  and a constant 0≥R  such that ( ) RxrtVxtp +−≤ ),()(μ  for all nxt ℜ×ℜ∈ +),( , inequality 
(5.19) in conjunction with (5.15) implies: 
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Estimate (5.20) implies that system (1.2) is RFC from the input UMu∈ . Therefore we conclude that in any case 
system (1.2) is RFC from the input UMu∈  and that estimates (5.18), (5.19) hold for all 0tt ≥ . Combining (5.18) 
with (5.19) we obtain for all 0tt ≥ : 
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Lemma 2.10 in conjunction with inequality (5.21) implies the existence of KL∈σ~  such that: 
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0
000
]0,[]0,[
sustttxtVtxtV
tstrr
δζθθσθθ
θθ
, 0tt ≥∀      (5.22) 
 
Since Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  is equivalent to the finite-dimensional mapping h ,  there exists a function 
∞∈Ka3  such that ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +≤
−∈
))(,(sup),(
]0,[
3 θθθ xthaxtH rY  for all );]0,([),(
0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + . Using the previous 
inequality in conjunction with (5.22) and (5.15) we obtain: 
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− )()(sup;,)(max~max))(,( 11300
0
2
1
13
00
susaattxaaaxtTtH
tst
rrtr
δζτβσ τY , 0tt ≥∀  
  (5.23) 
 
Estimate (5.23) implies that system (1.2) satisfies the non-uniform in time IOS property from the input UMu∈  with 
gain ( )( ))(:)( 113 saas ζγ −=  and weight δ . Moreover, if δβ ,  are bounded then estimate (5.23) implies that system 
(1.2) satisfies the UIOS property from the input UMu∈ . The proof is complete.       <  
 
The following example illustrates the application of Proposition 5.3 to an autonomous time-delay system. 
 
Example 5.4: Consider the following autonomous time-delay system: 
 
)];0,([)(,:)(,],[:)(,)(
))(()(
)()()()()(
0
3
ℜ−∈ℜ=∈−=∈ℜ∈
=
+−−=
rCtYUtuRRDtdtx
xtTHtY
tutxrtxtdtx
r
&
                        (5.24) 
 
where 0>R , ]0,[;))((:)( rxhxH −∈= θθ , ( )121:)( −−= xRxxh  for Rx 2>  and 0:)( =xh  for Rx 2≤ . Notice 
that );]0,([:);]0,([: 00 ℜ−=→ℜ− rCrCH Y  is equivalent to the finite-dimensional mapping ℜ→ℜ:h .Consider 
the locally Lipschitz function: 
 { }RxxV 4;0max:)( 2 −=                                                                     (5.25) 
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which satisfies (5.15) with 221 :)()( ssasa ==  and 1)( ≡tβ . Notice that for all Rd ≤  and );]0,([0 ℜ−∈ rCx  
with Rx 2)0( > , we have: 
 
uxxrxxRuxxrxdxuxrdxxVD )0(2)0(2)()0(2)0(2)0(2)()0(2))0()();0(( 443 +−−≤+−−=+−−+  
 
Using the Young inequality 3
4
4 3)0()0(2 uxux +≤  and completing the squares, we obtain for all Rd ≤  and 
);]0,([0 ℜ−∈ rCx  with Rx 2)0( > : 
 
3
4
4223 3)0()(
2
)0(2))0()();0(( uxrxRxRuxrdxxVD +−−+≤+−−+                                   (5.26) 
Let ssa
4
1:)( = , sRs 2:)( =ρ  and 3
4
2
3:)( s
R
s =ζ . Notice that if ))0(())((sup
]0,[
xVxVa
r
≤⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
−∈
θ
θ
 and Rx 2)0( >  then 
)0(4)( 22 xrx ≤− . Consequently, previous definitions, definition (5.25) and inequality (5.26) implies that the 
following inequality holds for all Rd ≤  and );]0,([0 ℜ−∈ rCx  with ( ) ))0(())((sup,max
]0,[
xVxVau
r
≤⎪⎭
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Notice that (5.27) holds also for all Rd ≤  and );]0,([0 ℜ−∈ rCx  with ( ) ))0(())((sup,max
]0,[
xVxVau
r
≤⎪⎭
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⎫
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⎛
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, 
Rx 2)0( ≤ . Thus V  satisfies (5.16) with ssa
4
1:)( = , sRs 2:)( =ρ , 3
4
2
3:)( s
R
s =ζ  and 1)( ≡tδ . Finally, notice 
that there exist functions ∞∈Kp , +∈Kμ  and a constant 0≥K  such that ( ) KxrtVxtp +−≤ ),()(μ  for all 
nxt ℜ×ℜ∈ +),(  (for instance, 2:)( ssp = , 1)( ≡tμ  and RK 4= ). It follows from Proposition 5.3 that system (5.24) 
satisfies the UIOS property from the input UMu∈  with gain 3
2
2
3:)( s
R
s =γ  and weight 1)( ≡tδ .       <  
 
 
6. Conclusions 
 
   In this work Lyapunov-like characterizations of non-uniform in time and uniform Robust Global Asymptotic 
Output Stability (RGAOS) for uncertain time-varying systems described by Retarded Functional Differential 
Equations (RFDEs) are developed. Moreover, the notions of uniform and non-uniform in time Input-to-State Stability 
(ISS) and Input-to-Output Stability (IOS) are introduced. Necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of Lyapunov 
functionals and Razumikhin functions are provided for these notions. The framework of the present work allows 
outputs with no delays, outputs with discrete or distributed delays and functional outputs with memory. 
 
    The robust stability notions and properties proposed in the present work are parallel to those recently developed for 
dynamical systems described by finite-dimensional ordinary differential equations. Just as the popularity gained by 
the notions of uniform and non-uniform in time RGAOS, ISS and IOS in the context of deterministic systems, it is 
our firm belief that the stability results of this paper will play an important role in mathematical systems and control 
theory for important classes of systems described by RFDEs. We expect to report on our future findings along this 
direction elsewhere. 
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Appendix 
 
Proof of Theorem 3.5: Implications (a)⇒ (b), (d)⇒ (c), (c)⇒ (e) are obvious. Thus we are left with the proof of 
implications (b)⇒ (d), (c)⇒ (a) and (e)⇒ (b).  
 
Proof of (b)⇒ (d): The proof of this implication is based on the methodology presented in [1] for finite-dimensional 
systems as well as the methodologies followed in [22,28]. 
 
Since (1.1) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS with disturbances DMd
~∈ , there exist functions KL∈σ , +∈Kβ  
such that estimate (3.1) holds for all D
n MrCdxt ~)];0,([),,( 000 ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  and 0tt ≥ . Moreover, by recalling 
Proposition 7 in [38] there exist functions 1
~a , 2
~a  of class ∞K , such that the KL  function ),( tsσ  is dominated by 
( ))(~)2exp(~ 211 sata −− . Thus, by taking into account estimate (3.1), we have: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )rxtattdxtttHa 0020001 )(~)(2exp));,,(,(~ βφ −−≤Y , 00 ≥≥∀ tt , )];0,([00 nrCx ℜ−∈ , DMd ~∈             (A1) 
 
Without loss of generality we may assume that ∞∈Ka1~  is globally Lipschitz on +ℜ  with unit Lipschitz constant, 
namely, 212111 )(
~)(~ sssasa −≤−  for all 0, 21 ≥ss . To see this notice that we can always replace ∞∈Ka1~  by the 
function 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ≥−+⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧= 0;)(,
2
1mininf:)(1 ysyyaysa , which is of class ∞K , globally Lipschitz on +ℜ  with unit 
Lipschitz constant and satisfies )(~)( 11 sasa ≤ . Moreover, without loss of generality we may assume that +∈Kβ  is 
non-decreasing. 
 
Since (1.1) is Robustly Forward Complete (RFC), by virtue of Lemma 3.5 in [19], there exist functions +∈Kμ , 
∞∈Ka  and a constant 0≥M , such that for every Dn MrCdxt ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,( 000 , we have: 
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( )Mxatdxtt rr +≤ 000 )();,,( μφ , 0tt ≥∀                                                (A2) 
 
Moreover, without loss of generality we may assume that +∈Kμ  is non-decreasing. Making use of (2.4) and (A2), 
we obtain the following elementary property for the solution of (1.1):  
 ( ) rrrrr yxttyxtLyxtBdytttHdxtttH −−++≤− ))(,(~exp),());,,(,());,,(,( 000 Yφφ                  (A3) 
for all 0tt ≥  and Dnn MrCrCdyxt ~)];0,([)];0,([),,,( 000 ×ℜ−×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +   
 
where  
( )( )MsattLstL += )(2,:),(~ μ  ; ( )( )MsattLstB H += )(2,:),( μ  
 
and )( ⋅L , )( ⋅HL  are the functions involved in (2.1) and (2.2). Furthermore, under hypotheses (H1-4), Lemma 3.2 in 
[19] implies the existence of functions ∞∈Kζ  and +∈Kγ  such that: 
 ( )rxtdxtf )(),,( γζ≤ , DrCdxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ + )];0,([),,( 0  
 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that +∈Kγ  is non-decreasing. Since 
∫+= t
t
r ddxTfxtx
0
))(,)(,()0()( ττττ , using the previous inequality in conjunction with (A2) we obtain: 
( )( )MsattstG
xtGttxtx r
+=
−≤−
)()(:),(
),()()0()(
1
10
μγζ  
and consequently 
),(),()();,,( 02100 ttxGxtGttxdxtt rr −+−≤−φ                                                    (A4) 
for all 0tt ≥  and Dn MrCdxt ~)];0,([),,( 00 ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ +   
where the functional 
{ } { }⎩⎨
⎧
<≤−−∈−+
≥+−∈−=
rhifhrxhx
rhif
rhxxhxG
0],[;)()(sup
0
]0),,min([;)()0(sup:),(2 θθθθθ  
 
is defined for all +ℜ×ℜ−∈ )];0,([),( 0 nrChx . Notice that 0),(lim 2
0
=+→ hxGh  for all )];0,([
0 nrCx ℜ−∈  and 
consequently for every 0>ε , 0≥R , )];0,([0 nrCx ℜ−∈ , there exists 0),,( >xRT ε  such that: 
 
⇒+≤≤ ),,(00 xRTttt ε εφ ≤− rxdxtt );,,( 0 , for all Dn MrCRdxt
~)];0,([],0[),,( 00 ×ℜ−×∈         (A5)   
 
We define for all Nq∈ : 
 ( ){ }{ }Dq MdttqdxtHaxtU ~,:))exp(());,,(,(~,0maxsup:),( 11 ∈≥−−= − τττφτ Y                   (A6) 
 
Clearly, estimate (A1) and definition (A6) imply that: 
 { } ( )rq xtaxtUqxtHa )(~),()),((~,0max 211 β≤≤− −Y , NrCqxt n ×ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ + )];0,([),,( 0       (A7) 
 
Moreover, by definition (A6) we obtain for all NMrCqdxth D
n ××ℜ−×ℜ×ℜ∈ ++ ~)];0,([),,,,( 0 : 
 
),()exp());,,(,( xtUhdxththtU qq −≤++ φ                                                             (A8) 
 
By virtue of estimate (A1) it follows that for every +ℜ×∈ NRq ),( , ),(~ qRTt +≥τ , DMRdt ~],0[),( ×∈ , and 
)];0,([0 nrCx ℜ−∈  with Rx r ≤ , it holds: ( ) ( ) ( ) 121 )(~)(2exp));,,(,(~ −≤−−≤ qxtatdxtHa rβττφτ Y , where  
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( )( )⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ += RRaqqRT )(~1log
2
1,0max:),(~ 2 β                                                          (A9) 
 
Thus, by virtue of definitions (A6), (A9), we conclude that: 
 { }{ }Dq MdtttqdxtHaxtU ~,:))exp(()));,,(,((~,0maxsup),( 11 ∈+≤≤−−= − ξτττφτ Y , )},,(max{~ qxtT r≥∀ξ    (A10) 
 
It follows by taking into account (A10) that for all ],0[ Rt∈ , and )];0,([)];0,([),( 00 nn rCrCyx ℜ−×ℜ−∈  with 
Rx r ≤ , Ry r ≤ , it holds: 
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                                          (A11) 
 
Notice that in the above inequalities we have used the facts that the functions },0max{ 1−− qs  and )(~1 sa  are globally 
Lipschitz on +ℜ  with unit Lipschitz constant. From (A3) and (A11) we deduce for all ],0[ Rt∈ , and 
)];0,([)];0,([),( 00 nn rCrCyx ℜ−×ℜ−∈  with Rx r ≤ , Ry r ≤ : 
 
rqq xyqRGxtUytU −≤− ),(),(),( 3                                                    (A12) 
where ( )( ))2),,(~(~1),(~exp)2),,(~(:),(3 RqRTRLqRTRqRTRBqRG +++=                            (A13) 
 
Next, we establish continuity with respect to t  on )];0,([0 nrC ℜ−×ℜ+ . Let 0≥R , Nq∈  arbitrary, ],0[, 21 Rtt ∈  
with 21 tt ≤ , and )];0,([0 nrCx ℜ−∈  with Rx r ≤ . Clearly, we have for all DMd
~∈ : 
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2122
12211211221
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φ
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By virtue of (A4), (A5), (A8), (A12) and the previous inequality we obtain for all ],0[, 21 Rtt ∈  with 
),,1(121 xRTttt +≤≤  (where 0),,( >xRT ε  is involved in (A5)) and DMd ~∈ : 
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1121223
12211211221
RRGttttxGqRG
dxtttUxtUttxtUttxtUxtU qqqqq
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                    (A14) 
 
Definition (A6) implies that for every 0>ε , there exists DMd ~∈ε  with the following property: 
 ( ){ } ( ){ } ),(;)(exp));,,(,(~,0maxsup),( 1111111 xtUttqdxtHaxtU qq ≤≥−−≤− − τττφτε ε Y                      (A15) 
 
Thus using definition (A6) we obtain: 
 ( ){ } ( ))(exp),,(),,(,),,(max
));,,(,(),()(exp
12212121
122112
ttxttBxttBxttA
dxtttUxtUtt
qqq
qq
−−+−≤
−−−
ε
φ ε                               (A16) 
where 
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Since the functions },0max{ 1−− qs  and )(~1 sa  are globally Lipschitz on +ℜ  with unit Lipschitz constant, we obtain: 
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(A18) 
 
Notice that by virtue of (2.2), (A4) and (A5), we obtain for all ],[ 21 tt∈τ  with ),,1(121 xRTttt +≤≤ , ],0[, 21 Rtt ∈ : 
 
{ }],0[;),(sup)22,(2)),(1)(22,()(2
),());,,(,(),());,,(,());,,(,());,,(,(
122112
1122111221
tthhxGRRLRRGRRLtt
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HH −∈++++−≤
−+−≤− YYY εεεε φτφτφτφτ      (A19) 
 
Distinguishing the cases ),,(),,( 2121 xttBxttA qq ≥  and ),,(),,( 2121 xttBxttA qq ≤  it follows from (A16), (A17), 
(A18) and (A19) that: 
 ( )
{ } ε
φ ε
+−∈++++−≤
≤−−−
],0[;),(sup)22,(2)),(1)(22,()(2
));,,(,(),()(exp
122112
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tthhxGRRLRRGRRLtt
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HH
qq  
 
Combining the previous inequality with (A14) and the right hand side of (A7), we obtain: 
 
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )( ) { } ε
β
+−∈++++
+++++−≤
−
],0[;),(sup,1)22,(2
)),(1)(22,(2,1),()(~
),(),(
1223
131212
21
tthhxGqRGRRL
RRGRRLqRGRRGRRatt
xtUxtU
H
H
qq
                           (A20) 
 
Since (A20) holds for all 0>ε , 0≥R , Nq∈ , )];0,([0 nrCx ℜ−∈  with Rx r ≤  and ],0[, 21 Rtt ∈  with 
),,1(121 xRTttt +≤≤ , it follows that: 
 
( ) { }[ ]],0[;),(sup,),(),( 12212421 tthhxGttqRGxtUxtU qq −∈+−≤−  
for all 0≥R , Nq∈ , )];0,([0 nrCx ℜ−∈  with Rx r ≤  and ],0[, 21 Rtt ∈  with ),,1(12 xRTtt ≤−         (A21) 
 
where ( ) ( ) ( ) )),(1)(22,(2,1)),(1()(~:, 13124 RRGRRLqRGRRGRRaqRG H ++++++= β . Finally, we define: 
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=
−
++= 1 43 ),(),(1
),(2
:),(
q
q
q
qqGqqG
xtU
xtV                                                    (A22) 
 
Inequality (A7) in conjunction with definition (A22) implies (3.2) with 22
~aa =  and { }∑∞
=
−−
++
−=
1 43
1
1
1 ),(),(1
)(,0max2
:)(
q
q
qqGqqG
qsa
sa , which is a function of class ∞K . Moreover, by virtue of definition (A22) and 
inequality (A8) we obtain for all D
n MrCdxth ~)];0,([),,,( 0 ×ℜ−×ℜ×ℜ∈ ++ : 
 
),()exp());,,(,( xtVhdxththtV −≤++ φ                                                             (A23) 
Next define  
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∑+
=
−
+++=
1][
1 43
3
),(),(1
),(2
1:)(
R
q
q
qqGqqG
qRG
RM                                                        (A24) 
 
which is a positive non-decreasing function. Using (A12) and definition (A22) as well as the fact ),(),( 33 qqGqRG ≤  
for Rq > , we conclude that property (P1) of Definition 2.5 holds. Let Dd ∈  and define dtd ≡)(~ . Definition (2.10) 
and inequality (A23) implies that for all )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  we have: 
 
h
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→
+
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φ
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Let },max{ rxtR ≥ . Definition (2.9) and property (A5) implies that 1+≤+ Rht , 1)
~
;,,( +≤+ Rdxtht
r
φ , 
1)),,(;( +≤+ RhydxtfxE rh  for h  and ry  sufficiently small. Using property (P1) of Definition 2.5 and the 
previous inequalities we obtain: 
 
h
dxthtdxtfxE
RMxtVdxtfxtV r
h
h
)
~
;,,()),,(;(
suplim)1(),()),,(;,(
0
0
+−
++−≤
+→
φ
 
 
 
We set ]0,[;)()~;,,( rhtxdxtht −∈++=+ θθφ . Notice that hh yhdxtfxEdxtht =−+ )),,(;()~;,,(φ , where  
 
⎪⎪⎩
⎪⎪⎨
⎧
−≤≤−
≤<−⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −+
−+++
=
hrfor
hfordxtf
h
txhtx
h
h
yh
θ
θθ
θθ
0
0),,()()(
:  
 
with 
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ ≤<−−+≤ hsdxtf
s
txstxy rh 0;),,(
)()(
sup . Since ),,()()(lim
0
dxtf
h
txhtx
h
=−++→ , we obtain that 
0→hy  as +→ 0h . Hence, we obtain 0
)
~
;,,()),,(;(
suplim
0
=
+−
+→ h
dxthtdxtfxE
rh
h
φ
 and consequently (3.3) holds 
with 1)( ≡tγ  and ss =:)(ρ . 
 
Finally, we establish continuity of V  with respect to t  on )];0,([0 nrC ℜ−×ℜ+  and property (P2) of Definition 2.5. 
Notice that by virtue of (A21) and the fact ),(),( 44 qqGqRG ≤  for Rq > , we obtain: 
 ( ) { }[ ]],0[;),(sup),(),( 1221221 tthhxGttRPxtVxtV −∈+−≤−  
for all 0≥R , )];0,([0 nrCx ℜ−∈  with Rx r ≤  and ],0[, 21 Rtt ∈  with ),,1(12 xRTtt ≤−         (A25) 
 
where 
∑+
=
−
+++=
1][
1 43
4
),(),(1
),(2
1:)(
R
q
q
qqGqqG
qRG
RP  
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is a positive non-decreasing function. Inequality (A25) in conjunction with the fact that 0),(lim 2
0
=+→ hxGh  for all 
)];0,([0 nrCx ℜ−∈ , establishes continuity of V  with respect to t  on )];0,([0 nrC ℜ−×ℜ+ . Moreover, for every 
absolutely continuous function nrx ℜ→− ]0,[:  with Rx r ≤  and essentially bounded derivative, it holds that { } )(sup],0[;),(sup
0
12122 ττ xtttthhxG r &≤≤−−≤−∈  for rtt ≤− 12 . It follows from (A4), (A5) and the previous 
inequality that 
))(sup),(1)(1(
),,1(
0
1 ττ xRRGr
rxRT
r
&
≤≤−
+++≥ . Property (P2) of Definition 2.5 with 
( )RRRG
r
rRG +++= ),(11:)( 1  is a direct consequence of (A25) and the two previous inequalities.  
 
 
Proof of (c)⇒ (a): 
 
Case 1: (1.1) is RFC 
Consider a solution )(tx  of (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5) corresponding to arbitrary DMd ∈  with initial condition 
)];0,([)( 100
n
r rCxxtT ℜ−∈= . By virtue of Lemma 2.6, for every ),( 0 +∞∈ tT , the mapping 
))(,(],[ 0 xtTtVtTt r→∋  is absolutely continuous. It follows from (3.3) and Lemma 2.4 that 
( ) ( )))(,())(,( xtTtVxtTtV
dt
d
rr ρ−≤  a.e. on ),[ 0 +∞t . The previous differential inequality in conjunction with Lemma 
4.4 in [28] shows that there exists KL∈σ  such that 
 
 ( )000 ,),())(,( ttxtVxtTtV r −≤ σ  for all 0tt ≥                                                 (A26) 
 
It follows from Lemma 2.7 that the solution )(tx  of (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5) corresponding to arbitrary 
DMd ∈  with arbitrary initial condition )];0,([)( 000 nr rCxxtT ℜ−∈=  satisfies (A26) for all 0tt ≥ . Next, we 
distinguish the following cases: 
 
1) If (3.2) holds, then (3.1) is a direct consequence of (A26) and (3.2).  
2) If (3.7) holds, then (A26) implies the following estimate: 
 ( )( )( )000211 ,)())(,( ttxtaatxth r −≤ − βσ  , 0tt ≥∀  
 
Since pnrh ℜ→ℜ×+∞− ),[:  is continuous with 0)0,( =th  for all rt −≥ , it follows from Lemma 3.2 in [19] that 
there exist functions ∞∈Kζ  and +∈Kγ  such that: 
 ( )xtxrth )(),( γζ≤− , nxt ℜ×ℜ∈∀ +),(  
 
Combining the two previous inequalities we obtain: 
 ( )000
]0,[
,)())(,(sup ttxttxth r
r
−≤++
−∈
φωθθ
θ
 , 0tt ≥∀  
 
where ( ) ( )( )( ){ }0,,max:),( 211 saasts σζω −=  for ),0[ rt∈ , ( ) ( )( )( ){ }rtsaastrts −−= − ,,)exp(max:),( 211 σζω  for 
rt ≥  and )(max)(:)(
0
τγβφ τ rttt +≤≤+= . The above estimate, in conjunction with the fact that 
Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  is equivalent to the finite-dimensional mapping h  shows that (1.1) is non-uniformly 
RGAOS with disturbances DMd ∈ .  
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Case 2: There exist functions ∞∈Ka , +∈Kμ  and a constant 0≥R  such that  
 ( ) RxtVxta +≤ ),()0()(μ  for all );]0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +                                  (A27) 
 
Consider a solution of (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5) corresponding to arbitrary DMd ∈  with initial condition 
)];0,([)( 100
n
r rCxxtT ℜ−∈= . By virtue of Lemma 2.6, for every ),( max0 ttT ∈ , the mapping 
))(,(],[ 0 xtTtVtTt r→∋  is absolutely continuous. It follows from (3.3) and Lemma 2.4 that for every ),( max0 ttT ∈  
it holds that ( ) ( )))(,())(,( xtTtVxtTtV
dt
d
rr ρ−≤  a.e. on ],[ 0 Tt . The previous differential inequality in conjunction 
with Lemma 4.4 in [28] shows that there exists KL∈σ  such that 
 
 ( )000 ,),())(,( ttxtVxtTtV r −≤σ  for all ],[ 0 Ttt∈                                                 (A28) 
 
Combining (A27), (A28) and (3.2) we obtain: 
 
 ( )( )RttxtVa
t
tx +−≤ − 0001 ,),()(
1)( σμ  for all ],[ 0 Ttt∈                                    (A29) 
 
Estimate (A29) shows that +∞=maxt   and consequently estimates (A28), (A29) hold for all 0tt ≥ . 
 
It follows from Lemma 2.7 that the solution )(tx  of (1.1) under hypotheses (H1-5) corresponding to arbitrary 
DMd ∈  with arbitrary initial condition )];0,([)( 000 nr rCxxtT ℜ−∈=  satisfies (A28) and (A29) for all 0tt ≥ . 
Therefore system (1.1) is RFC and estimate (3.1) is a direct consequence of (A28) and (3.2) (or (3.7)), as in the 
previous case. 
 
 
Proof of (e)⇒ (b):     
 
Let arbitrary )];0,([),( 000
nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  and DMd ~∈  and consider the solution )(tx  of (1.1) with initial 
condition )];0,([)( 000
n
r rCxxtT ℜ−∈=  corresponding to DMd ~∈  and defined on ),[ 0 +∞− rt . Setting 
)(:)( 0 rtxtx −=  for ],[ 00 rtrtt −−−∈ τ , we may assume that for each time ),[ 0 +∞∈ tt  the unique solution of (1.1) 
belongs to )];,([ 0
0 ntrtC ℜ−− τ . Moreover, we have rrrrr xxtTxtT 000 )()( ==++ ττ . Since (1.1) is Robustly 
Forward Complete (RFC), by virtue of Lemma 3.5 in [19], there exist functions +∈Kμ , ∞∈Ka  and a constant 
0≥M , such that for every Dn MrCdxt ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,( 000 , estimate (A2) holds. Without loss of generality 
we may assume that +∈Kμ  is non-decreasing, so that the following estimate holds: 
 ( )MxatxtT rrr +≤++ 0)()( μττ , 0tt ≥∀                                                (A30) 
 
Let ))(,(:)( xtTtVtV r τ+= , which is a lower semi-continuous function on ),[ 0 +∞t . Notice that, by virtue of Lemma 
2.4, we obtain: 
 
))(,)()0(,(;)(,()( 0 tdxtTTtfxtTtVtVD rrr ττ +++ ≤ , for all 0tt ≥                                  (A31) 
 
where 
h
xtTtVxhtThtV
tVD rr
h
))(,())(,(
suplim:)(
0
−++=
+→
+ . It follows from definition (3.6) that: 
 
If τ+≥ 0tt  then )()( tSxtTr ∈+τ                                                                      (A32) 
 
Inequality (A31) in conjunction with (A32) and inequality (3.5) gives: 
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( ) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+−≤ ∫+ t dssttVttVD
0
)()()()()( γμγργ , for all τ+≥ 0tt                                            (A33) 
 
Lemma 2.8 in [22], in conjunction with (A33) and Lemma 5.2 in [17] imply that there exist a function KL∈⋅)(σ  and 
a constant 0>R  such that the following inequality is satisfied: 
 
⎟⎟
⎟
⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
++≤ ∫
+
t
t
dssRtVtV
τ
γτσ
0
)(,)()( 0  , τ+≥∀ 0tt                                                  (A34)                       
 
It follows from (3.4), (A30) and (A34) that the following estimate holds: 
 
( )( ) ⎟⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜
⎜
⎝
⎛
++++≤ ∫
+
t
t
r dssRMxattatV
τ
γτμτβσ
0
)(,)()()( 0002  , τ+≥∀ 0tt                                    (A35)                       
 
Next, we distinguish the following cases: 
 
1) If (3.4) holds, then (A35) in conjunction with (3.4) and Lemma 3.3 in [19] shows that (1.1) is non-uniformly 
RGAOS with disturbances DMd
~∈ .  
 
2) If (3.8) holds, then (A35) implies the following estimate: 
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dssRMxattaatxth
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1
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The above estimate, in conjunction with the fact that Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  is equivalent to the finite-
dimensional mapping h  and Lemma 3.3 in [19] shows that (1.1) is non-uniformly RGAOS with disturbances 
DMd
~∈ .  
 
The proof is complete.     <  
 
Proof of Theorem 3.6: Implications (a)⇒ (b), (d)⇒ (c), (c)⇒ (e) are obvious. Thus we are left with the proof of 
implications (b)⇒ (d), (c)⇒ (a) and (e)⇒ (b). The proof of implication of (b)⇒ (d) is exactly the same with that of 
Theorem 3.5 for the special case of the constant function 1)( ≡tβ . Moreover, the fact that V  is periodicT −  (or 
time-independent) if (1.1) is periodicT −  (or autonomous) can be shown in the same way as in [22]. The proof of 
implication (c)⇒ (a) is exactly the same with the proof of implication (c)⇒ (a) of Theorem 3.5 with the only 
difference that since pnrh ℜ→ℜ×+∞− ),[:  is continuous and periodicT −  with 0)0,( =th  for all rt −≥ , it 
follows from Lemma 3.2 in [19] implies that there exist a function ∞∈Kζ  such that: 
 ( )xxrth ζ≤− ),( , nxt ℜ×ℜ∈∀ +),(  
 
Finally, the proof of implication (e)⇒ (b) follows the same arguments as the proof of implication (e)⇒ (b) of 
Theorem 3.5, with the difference that, by virtue of inequalities (3.12a,b), the function ))(,(:)( xtTtVtV r τ+= satisfies 
the following differential inequalities:  
 
)()( tVtVD β≤+ , for all 0tt ≥                                                             (A36) 
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( ))()( tVtVD ρ−≤+ , for all τ+≥ 0tt                                                        (A37) 
 
Thus Lemma 4.4 in [28] in conjunction with (A37) shows that there exists KL∈σ  such that the following inequality 
is satisfied: 
 ( )ττσ −−+≤ 00 ,)()( tttVtV  , τ+≥∀ 0tt                                             (A38)                       
 
Moreover, differential inequality (A36) implies ( ) )()(exp)( 00 tVtttV −≤ β  for all 0tt ≥ . Combining the previous 
estimate with (A38) we obtain: 
 ( )00 ,)()( tttVtV −≤ ω  , 0tt ≥∀                                                           (A39)                       
 
where ( ) ( ){ }0,,expmax:),( ssts στβω =  for ),0[ rt∈  and ( ) ( ){ }rtsstrts −−= ,,exp)exp(max:),( στβω  for 
rt ≥ . From this point the proof can be continued in exactly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.5. The proof 
is complete.     <  
 
 
Proof of Theorem 4.3: 
 
(a) ⇒  (b) : Suppose that there exist functions KL∈σ , +∈Kφβ , , ∞∈Kρ  such that the estimate (4.4) holds for all 
UD MMud ×∈),( , )];0,([),( 000 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +  and 0tt ≥ . By invoking Lemma 2.3 in [17], there exist functions 
∞∈Kp  and +∈Kδ  such that ( )utputt )())(()( δφρβ ≤  for all mut ℜ×ℜ∈ +),(  and if we set ( ) ssps += 0),(:)( σγ  
(that obviously is of class ∞K ), the desired (4.1) is a consequence of (4.4) and the previous inequality. Thus 
statement (b) holds if (1.2) is RFC from the input UMu∈ . If the hypothesis that (1.2) is RFC from the input UMu∈  
is not included in statement (a) then there exist functions ∞∈Ka , +∈Kμ  and a constant 0≥R  such that ( ) RxtHxta +≤ Y),()0()(μ  for all );]0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + . It follows from (4.4) and previous definitions that 
for every )];0,([),( 000
nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + , UD MMud ×∈),( , the corresponding solution )(tx  of (1.2) with 
00 )( xxtTr =  satisfies the following estimate  for all 0tt ≥ : 
 
( ) ( ) ⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −+≤
≤≤
)()(sup,),)((max)()(
0
000 ττδγβσμ τ uttxtRtxta ttr  
 
The above estimate in conjunction with Definition 2.2 implies that (1.2) is RFC from the input UMu∈ . 
 
(b) ⇒  (c) : Since (1.2) is RFC from the input UMu∈ , by virtue of Lemma 3.5 in [19], there exist functions +∈Kq , 
∞∈Ka  and a constant 0≥R  such that the following estimate holds for all UMu∈  and 
D
n MrCdxt ×ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,( 000 : 
 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ++≤
∈
)(sup)()(
],[
0
0
τ
τ
uxRatqxtT
tt
rrr , 0tt ≥∀                                        (A40) 
 
Using Corollary 10 and Remark 11 in [38], we obtain ∞∈Kκ  such that ( ) ( ) ( )srrsa κκ≤  for all ( )2),( +ℜ∈sr . Let 
∞∈ Kθ  be a locally Lipschitz function that satisfies { }sss ;)(min)( 1−≤ κθ  for all 0≥s . Moreover, let 
)()()exp(
)(2
)exp(
4:)(
1
ttqt
tq
t
t δ
κ
φ +
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −= −
, 
)(
)exp(:)(
tq
tt −=μ , where +∈Kδ  is the function involved in (4.1). The 
previous definitions guarantee that: 
if ( )rxut θφ ≤)(  then ( ) rxtua )(214 μ≤  and ( ) ( )rxtut )()( μγδγ ≤                    (A41) 
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By virtue of (A40), (4.1) and (A41) it follows that the solution )( ⋅x  of (1.2) satisfies the following implication: 
 ( )rr xTu )()()( τθττφ ≤ , a.e. in ],[ 0 tt ⇒  
 ( ) ( ) rr
tt
rrr xTtxatRatxtTt )()(sup)exp(2
14)exp(2)exp()()(
0
0 ττμμ τ ≤≤−+−+−≤                (A42) 
 ( )rr xTu )()()( τθττφ ≤ , a.e. in ],[ 0 tt ⇒  
 ( )rr
tt
rr xTttxtxtTtH )()(sup),)(())(,(
0
000 ττμγβσ τ ≤≤+−≤Y                                  (A43) 
 
Clearly, (A42) implies: 
 ( ) ( )rrr
tst
rr xaRaxsTsxT 04222)()(sup)()(
0
+≤≤
≤≤
μττμ , ],[ 0 tt∈∀τ , 
provided that ( )rr xTu )()()( τθττφ ≤ , a.e. in ],[ 0 tt                                             (A44) 
 
 
Notice that every solution )( ⋅x  of (4.5) corresponding to some Δ∈′ Mdd ~),(  coincides with the solution of (1.2) 
corresponding to 
( )
)(
)(
)(
)( ⋅′⋅
⋅=⋅ dxTu rrφ
θ
 initiated from same initial )];0,([00
nrCx ℜ−∈  at time 00 ≥t  and 
corresponding to same DMd
~∈ . Thus, by taking into account (A42), (A43) and (A44), it follows that the solution 
)( ⋅x  of (4.5) satisfies:  
 
( ) ( ) rr
tt
rrr xTtxatRatxtTt )()(sup)exp(2
14)exp(2)exp()()(
0
0 ττμμ τ ≤≤−+−+−≤ , 
0tt ≥∀ , Δ∈′ Mdd ~),( , )];0,([),( 000 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +                                        (A45) 
 ( )rr
tt
rr xTttxtxtTtH )()(sup),)(())(,(
0
000 ττμγβσ τ ≤≤+−≤Y , 
0tt ≥∀ , Δ∈′ Mdd ~),( , )];0,([),( 000 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +                                        (A46) 
 
( ) ( )rrr xaRaxtTt 04222)()( +≤μ , 0tt ≥∀ , Δ∈′ Mdd ~),( , )];0,([),( 000 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ +             (A47) 
 
Consider the functions { }],0[,,~),(;)()(sup:),,( 0000 TtsxMddxhtThtsThc rrr ∈≤∈′++= Δμ  and { }],0[,,~),(;))(,(sup:),,( 0000 TtsxMddxhtThtHsThb rr ∈≤∈′++= ΔY , where )( ⋅x  denotes the solution of 
(4.5) corresponding to some Δ∈′ Mdd ~),( . Next we show that 0),,(lim),,(lim == +∞→+∞→ sThcsThb hh , for all ( )2),( +ℜ∈sT . Clearly, by (A46), (A47) and definitions of bc,  we have 
 
)4(2)2(2),,( saRasTtc +≤  ;  ( ))4(2)2(2)0,)(max(),,(
0
saRassTtb
T
++≤
≤≤
γτβσ τ , 0≥∀t  
 
By virtue of the above estimates the mappings bc,  are bounded for each fixed ( )2),( +ℜ∈sT  and thus the limits 
ρ=
+∞→
),,(suplim sThc
h
 and lsThb
h
=
+∞→
),,(suplim  are well defined and finite.  We show that 0== lρ . Indeed, for 
every 0>ε  there exists 0),,( ≥= sTεττ  such that 
 
 ερ +≤),,( sThc , τ≥∀h                                                         (A48) 
 
Again recall definitions of bc,  above and (A45), (A46), (A47) in conjunction with (A48), which imply 
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( ) ( )[ ] ( )εργτξξβτσ τξτξ ++⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ −++≤ +≤≤+≤≤ hsaRaqTsThb TT ,4222)(max)(max)exp(),,( 00 , for all τ≥h  
 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )ερξτ τξ +−+⎟⎠⎞⎜⎝⎛ ++−+−≤ +≤≤ )exp(2
14222)(max)exp(4)exp(2)exp(),,(
0
hsaRaqTahRahsThc
T
, for all τ≥h  
 
Clearly, the above inequalities imply that 0=ρ  as well as )(εζ≤l  for all 0>ε . Consequently, we must have 
0),,(suplim ==
+∞→
lsThb
h
.  
 
The fact that 0),,(lim),,(lim == +∞→+∞→ sThcsThb hh  in conjunction with Lemma 3.3 in [19] shows that (4.5) is non-
uniformly in time RGAOS with disturbances Δ∈′ Mdd ~),( . 
 
 
(c) ⇒  (d) : Suppose that (4.5) is non-uniformly in time RGAOS with disturbances Δ∈′ Mdd ~),( . Theorem 3.5 
(statement (d)) implies that there exists a continuous mapping ++ ℜ∈→ℜ−×ℜ∈ ),()];0,([),( 0 xtVrCxt n , which is 
almost Lipschitz on bounded sets, with the following properties: 
 
-- there exist functions ∞∈Kaa 21, , +∈Kβ  such that: 
 ( )rr xtaxtVxtxtHa )(),())(),(( 21 βμ ≤≤+Y , )];0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈∀ +                      (A49) 
 
 
-- it holds that: 
 ( )
),(,
)(
,,;,0 xtVdd
t
x
xtfxtV r −≤⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ′φ
θ
, Δ×ℜ−×ℜ∈′∀ + )];0,([),,,( 0 nrCddxt                   (A50) 
 
Notice that inequality (A50) implies the following inequality: 
 
( )( ) ),(,,,;,0 xtVduxtfxtV −≤ , 
for all DUrCduxt n ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 0  with ( )rxut θφ ≤)(                                    (A51) 
 
Using property (P1) of Definition 2.5 for the continuous mapping ++ ℜ∈→ℜ−×ℜ∈ ),()];0,([),( 0 xtVrCxt n , we 
obtain for all DUrCduxt n ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 0 : 
 ( ) ),0,,(),,,(1)),0,,(;,()),,,(;,( 00 dxtfduxtfxtMdxtfxtVduxtfxtV r −++≤−  
 
The above inequality in conjunction with (2.6) implies that the following inequality holds for all 
DUrCduxt n ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 0 :  
 
 ( ) uuxtLxtMdxtfxtVduxtfxtV rUr ),(1)),0,,(;,()),,,(;,( 00 +++≤−                            (A52) 
 
Define ( ){ }sustxuuxtLxtMst rrUr ≤≤+++= − ,))((;),(1sup:),( 1 φθψ                              (A53) 
 
Without loss of generality we may assume that the function +∈Kφ  is non-decreasing. Clearly, +++ ℜ→ℜ×ℜ:ψ  
is a mapping with 0)0,( =tψ  for all 0≥t , such that (i) for each fixed 0≥t , the mapping ),( ⋅tψ  is non-decreasing; 
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(ii) for each fixed 0≥s , the mapping ),( s⋅ψ  is non-decreasing and (iii) 0),(lim
0
=+→ stas , for all 0≥t . Hence, by 
employing Lemma 2.3 in [17], we obtain functions ∞∈Ka3  and +∈Kδ  such that ))((),( 3 stast δψ ≤ .                                             
 
      We next establish inequality (4.7), with 3a  as previously, by considering the following two cases: 
∗     rxut ≤− ))((1 φθ . In this case inequality (4.7) is a direct consequence of (A51). 
∗  rxut ≥− ))((1 φθ . In this case, by virtue of inequalities (A51), (A52), definition (A53) and definition of 3a , we 
have: ( )utaxtVutdxtfxtVduxtfxtV )(),(),()),0,,(;,()),,,(;,( 300 δψ +−≤+≤ , which implies (4.7). 
 
(d) ⇒  (e) : Notice that (4.7) implies (4.9) with )(2:)( 3 sasa =  and ss 2
1:)( =ρ . 
 
(e) ⇒  (a) : Theorem 4.6 implies that system (1.2) is RFC from the input UMu∈  and that (4.20) holds. Next, we 
distinguish the following cases: 
 
1) If (4.8) holds, then (4.4) is a direct consequence of (4.20) and (4.8).  
2) If (4.10) holds, then (4.20) implies the following estimate: 
 
( )( )( ) ( )( )( ) ⎪⎭⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −−≤ −
≤≤
− stsusattxtaatxth
tst
r ,)()(sup,,)(max))(,(
1
10002
1
1
0
δζσβσ  , 0tt ≥∀  
 
Since pnrh ℜ→ℜ×+∞− ),[:  is continuous with 0)0,( =th  for all rt −≥ , it follows from Lemma 3.2 in [19] 
implies that there exist functions ∞∈Kp  and +∈Kφ  such that: 
 ( )xtpxrth )(),( φ≤− , nxt ℜ×ℜ∈∀ +),(  
 
Combining the two previous inequalities we obtain: 
 
( ) ( )( ) ⎪⎭⎪⎬
⎫
⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −−≤++
≤≤−∈
stsussqttxtqtxth
tst
r
r
,)()()(sup,,)(max))(,(sup
0
000
]0,[
δζωωθθ
θ
 , 0tt ≥∀  
 
where )(max)(1:)( τφβ τ rttttq +≤≤++=  ( ) ( )( )( ){ }0,,max:),( 211 sasaspts += − σω  for ),0[ rt∈  and 
( ) ( )( )( ){ }rtsasasptrts −+−= − ,,)exp(max:),( 211 σω  for rt ≥ . The above estimate, in conjunction with the fact 
that Y→ℜ−×ℜ+ );]0,([: 0 nrCH  is equivalent to the finite-dimensional mapping h  shows that (1.2) satisfies 
inequality (4.4).  
 
The proof is complete.       <  
 
 
Proof of Theorem 4.4: The proof of implications (a) ⇒  (b), (d) ⇒  (e) and (e) ⇒  (a) follow the same methodology 
as in the proof of Theorem 4.3. Particularly, in the proof of implication (e) ⇒  (a), we use in addition the fact that 
since pnrh ℜ→ℜ×+∞− ),[:  is continuous and periodicT −  with 0)0,( =th  for all rt −≥ , it follows from Lemma 
3.2 in [19] implies that there exist a function ∞∈Kp  such that: 
 ( )xpxrth ≤− ),( , nxt ℜ×ℜ∈∀ +),(  
 
The proof of implication (c) ⇒  (d) differs from the corresponding proof in Theorem 4.3 in the definition of ψ . 
Specifically, we first notice that the fact that V  is periodicT − , implies that )),,,(;,(0 duxtfxtV  is periodicT − . 
Using property (P1) of Definition 2.5 for the continuous mapping ++ ℜ∈→ℜ−×ℜ∈ ),()];0,([),( 0 xtVrCxt n , we 
obtain for all DUrCduxt n ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 0 : 
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( ) ),0,,(),,,(1)),0,,(;,()),,,(;,( 00 dxtfduxtfxTMdxtfxtVduxtfxtV r −++≤−  
 
The above inequality in conjunction with (2.6) and the fact that f  is periodicT −  implies that the following 
inequality holds for all DUrCduxt n ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 0 :  
 ( ) uuxTLxTMdxtfxtVduxtfxtV rUr ),(1)),0,,(;,()),,,(;,( 00 +++≤−  
 
We next define: ( ){ }susxtHuuxTLxTMs rUr ≤≤+++= − ,)(),(;),(1sup:)( 1θψ Y  
 
Notice that hypothesis (S8) implies that )()( 3 sas ≤ψ  for all 0≥s , where ( )( ) ( ) sssaRTLsaRTMsa U ))(,()(~:)( 113 ++++= −− θθ  and )(~ sM  is a continuous positive function which satisfies 
)()(~ sMsM ≥  for all 0≥s . From this point the proof of implication (c) ⇒  (d) is exactly the same as in Theorem 4.3 
(i.e., by distinguishing the cases Y),()(
1 xtHu ≤−θ  and Y),()(1 xtHu ≥−θ ). 
 
Finally, we continue with the proof of implication (b) ⇒  (c). Without loss of generality we may assume that 
∞∈Kγ . Let ∞∈ Kθ  be a locally Lipschitz function that satisfies ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛≤ − ss
2
1)( 1γθ  for all 0≥s . By virtue of (4.1) 
and hypothesis (S8) it follows that the solution )( ⋅x  of (1.2) satisfies the following implications: 
 ( )
Y))(,()( xTHu r ττθτ ≤ , a.e. in ],[ 0 tt ⇒  
 ⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −≤
≤≤ YY
))(,(sup
2
1;),(max))(,(
0
00 xTHttxxtTtH r
tt
rr ττσ τ                                (A54) 
 ( )
Y))(,()( xTHu r ττθτ ≤ , a.e. in ],[ 0 tt ⇒  
 ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +−+≤
≤≤ Y
))(,(sup
2
1),()(
0
00 xTHttxaRxtT r
tt
rrr ττσ τ                            (A55) 
 
Proceeding in exactly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4.3, it can be that for all Δ∈′ Mdd ),( , 
)];0,([),( 000
nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + , the corresponding solution )( ⋅x  of (4.12) satisfies the following estimates for all 
0tt ≥ :  
⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −≤
≤≤ YY
))(,(sup
2
1;),(max))(,(
0
00 xTHttxxtTtH r
tt
rr ττσ τ                                    (A56) 
 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +−+≤
≤≤ Y
))(,(sup
2
1),()(
0
00 xTHttxaRxtT r
tt
rrr ττσ τ                                  (A57) 
 ( )0,))(,( 0 rr xxtTtH σ≤Y  and ( ))0,(2)( 0 rrr xaRxtT σ+≤                                (A58) 
 
Consequently, (A58) and Definition 2.1 imply that system (4.12) is RFC. Moreover, using estimates (A56) and (A58), 
it follows that for all 0tt ≥  we have: 
 
( )( )( )
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ −+≤
≤≤≤≤ YY
))(,(sup
2
1;,0,2maxinf))(,( 0
0
xTHtxaRxtTtH r
t
rttr
ττξσσ
τξξ
                (A59) 
 
Lemma 2.10 in conjunction with inequality (A59) guarantees the existence of KL∈ω  such that for all 0tt ≥  we 
have: 
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( )( )( )00 ,0,2))(,( ttxaRxtTtH rr −+≤ σωY                                          (A60) 
 
Combining estimate (A58) with (A60) we obtain for all 0tt ≥ : 
 ( )00 ,))(,( ttxxtTtH rr −≤ κY                                                                 (A61) 
 
where ( ) ( )( )( )2121 ,)0,(2)0,(:),( tsaRsts σωσκ +=  (notice that κ  is of class KL ). Estimate (A61) in conjunction with 
Definition 3.3 and the fact that system (4.12) is RFC shows that (4.12) is URGAOS with disturbances Δ∈′ Mdd ~),( . 
The proof is complete.       <  
 
 
Proof of Theorem 4.6: Consider a solution of (1.2) under hypotheses (S1-7) corresponding to arbitrary 
DU MMdu ×∈),(  with initial condition )];0,([)( 100 nr rCxxtT ℜ−∈= . By virtue of Lemma 2.6, for every 
),( max0 ttT ∈ , the mapping ))(,(],[ 0 xtTtVtTt r→∋  is absolutely continuous. It follows from (4.19) and Lemma 2.4 
that there exists a set ],[ 0 TtI ⊂  of zero Lebesgue measure such that the following implication holds for all 
ITtt \],[ 0∈ : 
 
( ) ( ) ( )))(,())(,()()())(,( xtTtVxtTtV
dt
dtutxtTtV rrr ρδζ −≤⇒≥  
 
Lemma 4.7 implies the existence of a continuous function σ  of class KL , with ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s  such that: 
 
( ) ( )( ) ⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −−≤
≤≤
stsusttxtTtVxtTtV
tst
rr ,)()(sup,,))(,(max))(,(
0
000 δζσσ , ],[ 0 Ttt∈∀           (A62) 
 
Notice that for the case that (1.2) is RFC from the input UMu∈  then +∞=maxt . For the case that there exist 
functions ∞∈Kp , +∈Kμ  and a constant 0≥R  such that ( ) RxtVxtp +≤ ),()0()(μ  for all 
);]0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + , combining the previous inequality and (A62) we obtain for every ),( max0 ttT ∈ : 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −−+≤
≤≤
stsusttxtTtVRtxtp
tst
r ,)()(sup,,))(,(max)()(
0
000 δζσσμ , ],[ 0 Ttt∈∀          (A63)  
 
It follows from estimate (A63) that +∞=maxt . Immediate consequence of Lemma 2.7 is that estimate (A62) holds 
for all UD
n MMrCudxt ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 000  and 0tt ≥ . Moreover, if there exist functions ∞∈Kp , 
+∈Kμ  and a constant 0≥R  such that ( ) RxtVxtp +≤ ),()0()(μ  for all );]0,([),( 0 nrCxt ℜ−×ℜ∈ + , then Lemma 
2.7 implies that estimate (A63) also holds for all UD
n MMrCudxt ××ℜ−×ℜ∈ + )];0,([),,,( 000  and 0tt ≥ . In this 
case the fact that system (1.2) is RFC from the input UMu∈  is an immediate consequence of (A63) and Definition 
2.2.  
 
Notice that (4.20) is an immediate consequence of (A62) and (4.18). Finally, (i) and (ii) are immediate consequences 
of (4.20). The proof is complete.     <  
 
 
Proof of Lemma 4.7: Notice that by virtue of Lemma 4.4 in [28], for each positive definite continuous function 
++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ  there exists a continuous function σ  of class KL , with ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s  with the following 
property: if +ℜ→],[: 10 tty  is an absolutely continuous function and ],[ 10 ttI ⊂  a set of Lebesgue measure zero 
such that )(ty&  is defined on Itt \],[ 10  and such that  the following differential inequality holds for all Ittt \],[ 10∈ : 
 ( ))()( tyty ρ−≤&                                                                          (A64) 
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then the following estimate holds for all ],[ 10 ttt∈ : 
 ( )00 ,)()( tttyty −≤ σ                                                                     (A65) 
 
Actually, the statement of Lemma 4.4 in [28] does not guarantee that σ  is continuous or that ss =)0,(σ  for all 
0≥s , but a close look at the proof of Lemma 4.4 in [28] shows that this is the case when ++ ℜ→ℜ:ρ  is a positive 
definite continuous function. Moreover, notice that we may continuously extend σ  by defining )exp(:),( tsts −=σ  
for 0<t . 
 
Clearly, (4.22) holds for 0tt =  and σ  the function involved in (A65). We next show that (4.22) holds for arbitrary 
],( 10 ttt∈ .  
 
Let arbitrary ],( 10 ttt∈  and define the functions ⎩⎨
⎧ ∈=
otherwiseif
ttforu
u
0
],[)(
)(~ 0
τττ  , )(~suplim:)( ξτ
τξ
uu
→
= . Notice that u  is 
upper semi-continuous on ],[ 0 tt∈τ  and consequently the function )()(:)( τττ uyp −=  is lower semi-continuous on 
],[ 0 tt . Next define the set: 
 { })()(:],[: 0 τττ uyttA ≤∈=                                                             (A66) 
 
We distinguish the following cases: 
 
1) ∅=A . In this case we have )()( ττ uy >  for all ],[ 0 tt∈τ . Since )()( ττ uu ≥  for all ],[ 0 tt∈τ , the previous 
inequality in conjunction with (4.21) implies that ( ))()( τρτ yy −≤&  for all Ntt \],[ 0∈τ . Thus in this case Lemma 4.4 
in [28] guarantees that estimate (A65) holds. 
 
2) ∅≠A  and tA <= sup:ξ . In this case there exists a sequence ξτ ≤i  with ξτ →i  and 0)()( ≤− ii uy ττ . Since 
the function )()()( tutytp −=  is lower semi-continuous, we obtain 0)(inflim)( ≤= → τξ ξτ pp  and consequently 
)()( ξξ uy ≤ . Moreover, notice that by virtue of definition (A66), (4.21) and since )()( ττ uu ≥  for all ],[ 0 tt∈τ , the 
differential inequality ( ))()( τρτ yy −≤&  holds for all Nt \],(ξτ ∈ . Consequently, Lemma 4.4 in [28] implies 
( )ττσ −≤ tyty ,)()(  for all ],( tξτ ∈ . By virtue of continuity of σ  and y  we get  
 ( )ξξσ −≤ tyty ,)()(  
 
which combined )()( ξξ uy ≤  directly implies  
 ( ) ( )stsututy
tst
−≤−≤
≤≤
,)(sup,)()(
0
σξξσ                                                   (A67) 
 
3) ∅≠A  and tA == sup:ξ . In this case there exists a sequence ti ≤τ  with ti →τ  and 0)()( ≤− ii uy ττ . Since 
the function )()()( tutytp −=  is lower semi-continuous, we obtain 0)(inflim)( ≤= → ττ ptp t  and consequently 
)()( tuty ≤ . Moreover, since ss =)0,(σ  for all 0≥s , it holds that: 
 ( ) ( )stsutututy
tst
−≤=≤
≤≤
,)(sup0,)()()(
0
σσ  
 
Combining all the above cases, we may conclude that 
 
( ) ( ) ⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −−≤
≤≤
stsutttyty
tst
,)(sup,,)(max)(
0
00 σσ                                       (A68) 
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Let )(sup:
0
suM
tst ≤≤
= . For each 0>ε , there exists 0>δ  such that ετσδτσ <−− ),(),( ss  for all 
],0[],0[),( tMs ×∈τ . Notice that since )(~suplim:)( ξτ
τξ
uu
→
=  and 
⎩⎨
⎧ ∈=
otherwiseif
ttforu
u
0
],[)(
)(~ 0
τττ , it follows that 
{ }),min(),max(:)(sup)( 0 tsrtsrusu δδ +≤≤−≤ , for all ],[ 0 tts∈ . The previous inequalities imply: 
 ( ) ( ){ }
( ){ }
( ){ }
( ) εσ
εδδσ
δδδσ
δδσσ
+−≤
++≤≤−−≤
+≤≤−−−≤
+≤≤−−≤−
≤≤
rtru
tsrtsrtru
tsrtsrtru
tsrtsstrustsu
trt
,)(sup
),min(),max(:,)(sup
),min(),max(:,)(sup
),min(),max(:,)(sup,)(
0
0
0
0
 
 
The above inequality in conjunction with (A68) imply that for each 0>ε , it holds that: 
 
( ) ( ) εσσ +⎪⎭
⎪⎬⎫⎪⎩
⎪⎨⎧ −−≤
≤≤
stsutttyty
tst
,)(sup,,)(max)(
0
00  
 
Since 0>ε  is arbitrary, we conclude that the above estimate directly implies (4.22). The proof is complete.     <  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
